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Dear Colleagues and Friends, 

It is our pleasure to announce, via our newsletter, that a new council was elected during the last FEPTO 

Annual Meeting in Sigtuna, Sweden. We would like to congratulate all the members of the new Council 

of our Organization, especially the newcomers, three ladies, who were elected for the first time, Kerstin 

Jurdell from Sweden, Ina Ilieva from Bulgaria and Ana Sofia Cruz from Portugal. Congratulations are also 

due to the old members to which the trust of our community was renewed, as this was expressed by the 

June 20th ballot : Chantal Neve-Hanquet from Belgium, Judith Teszary from Sweden, Fred Dorn from 

Germany, Reijo Kauppila from Finland, Hannes Krall from Austria, and the two of us Krzysztof Ciepliński 

from Poland and Nikos Takis from Greece. On behalf of the new council, we would like to thank you all 

for your trust, your support and the honor that you are bestowing upon us, by placing us with your votes 

in the Council of our Federation. We will try to serve our community in the best possible way. 

Before proceeding, we also want to say that we are deeply thankful to the members of the previous coun-

cil, for their hard and inspiring work, and for everything that they have contributed to our community 

despite the difficult start of their common journey, in Bonn two years ago. Special thanks are due to Celia 

Scanlan, for her excellent work on the membership committee and the revision of the process of the ap-

plication for FEPTO membership, to Milena Mutafchieva for so successfully carrying out her duties as 

Vice President and being responsible for the content, the elegant layout and the timely publishing of our 

newsletter, and to Stefan Flegelskamp for being so meticulous in his function as secretary and keeping 

such detailed minutes of our meetings. Your contribution is very much appreciated. Apart from being 

excellent in your roles as council members; you are also precious colleagues and friends.  We want to also 

express our deep appreciation to Hannes Krall, the former president, for the effective and competent way 

he led the council the past two years. He was very effective as a president and many of the new practices 

he instigated were very successful, and helpful for the well-balanced performance of the council. Finally, 

the contribution of the other members of the former council, who will continue to participate in the cur-

rent one, holding the same or different roles, is also very much appreciated. 

The transition to the new council coincided with the 25th anniversary of FEPTO. This anniversary was 

one of the main reasons for which the Annual Meeting and the Conference took place in Sweden: it is the 

birthplace of FEPTO, where it all began 25 years ago. Interestingly, the topic of the Annual Meeting was 

the Vision of Psychodrama in the current world: the perspective of inclusion and mutuality. We are 

pointing out this ‘coincidence’ because we believe that this return to our ‘roots’ is necessary for us in or-

der to imagine and have visions about our future as an organization. This co-occurrence of the past, the 

present and the future was an essential element of our last meeting. By revisiting our past, we also started 

to reconsider our identity, to contemplate the character of our federation and to start having new ideas, 

aspirations and visions about our future and where we want to go from here! 

This spirit, the new air, we could say, of innovation and reform, transpired through almost all the activi-

ties and the work that was carried out throughout the Annual Meeting. As we saw in the distil of the 
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work of many small groups, people came out with new ideas about the forthcoming conferences and 

meetings, creative thoughts about how we can improve our function as an organization, how we can ex-

pand, wishes for changes in our institutions and revision of our constitution, questions about the roles of 

the various committees, network groups and task forces. It seemed that many of our fellow psychodram-

atists want to be better informed and more actively involved in the function of our community. There are 

at the moment three subcommittees that have undertaken three very important tasks pertinent to the 

above : a committee that was formed in Sigtuna, assigned to make proposals about the revision of our 

constitution, a committee that started working towards the creation of a new code of ethics, and the 

training committee that has already been working for the past year on a proposal pertaining to the train-

er’s competencies and training requirements.  You will have the chance to read more on these topics in 

the current newsletter. Of course, all these reformative efforts were not just the result of our last Annual 

Meeting. They are the outcome of a long process and the dedicated work of many colleagues, who have 

contributed a lot to our community for many years.  

Let us not forget that psychodrama per se was a very innovative and ground breaking method when it 

was first presented by our psychodramatic father J.L.Moreno. Innovation through creativity is the very 

essence of our method. It lies at the core of psychodrama.   

It was very important that this year, with the occasion of our 25th Anniversary, the International Journal 

of Psychotherapy made a tribute to Psychodrama Psychotherapy, dedicating a whole issue to this topic. 

Many colleagues submitted articles for publication to IJP. Unfortunately, not all of them were published. 

However, the fact that there are so many psychodramatists who are willing to present their work, 

thoughts and clinical practice is very encouraging. For us, one of our primary goals is to  enhance and 

facilitate the writing and publication of theoretical, clinical or research papers on psychodrama. 

Another important moment at the Annual Meeting was the commemoration of Zerka Moreno, the psy-

chodramatic mother and trainer of many of our colleagues. Apart from the sadness that her loss un-

doubtedly generates, we also feel the preciousness of what she and Jacob Levy Moreno bequeathed upon 

us; Psychodrama: The spirit of creativity and spontaneity is their legacy and will always remain with us.  

Our vision and dream, while in the roles of the President and the Vice President of our Federation is very 

closely related to all that we have described so far; to safeguard the unobstructed flow of creativity and 

innovation that have been so clearly expressed lately, always keeping our roots, history and psychodra-

matic tradition in mind. Once again, thank you for your trust and support.  

We are excited as we are about to begin our journey as a new FEPTO board and council. We hope that 

we will work as a team in good harmony over the next two years.  

               
 Nikos Takis                                                                                              Krzysztof Ciepliński  
 President                                                                                                     Vice President 
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MINUTES’2017 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY I 

1. Opening the General Assembly 

President Johannes Krall and Vice President Milena Mutafchieva 

2. Appointment of the secretary and facilitators  

Stefan Flegelskamp as secretary;  Annick Milet and Frank Sielecki as facili-
tators 

3. Appointment of two members to check the minutes 

Anett Richter and Loes Stolker 

4. Establishment of the Marathon Quorum 

Quorum: 51. We can have 96 votes 

5. Appointment of the vote counters  

Sabine Kern, Jacomien Ilbrink, Christine Pichlhöfer, Cecile Osse 

6. Approval of the agenda of the General Assembly – Approved unanimously 

7. Approval of the Marathon General Assembly Minutes – Approved unanimously 

8. Reports of the Executive Council 

President / Vice-President report: Johannes Krall & Milena Mutafchieva 

Johannes Krall in his role as the president welcomed heartily all Members of FEPTO in Sigtuna. After two 
years of hard and successful work in the Council,  the elections in Sigtuna will bring a new Council to take 
up the challenge but also the privilege to serve our FEPTO community. The president expressed his grati-
tude to the vice-president Milena Mutafchieva and to all chairs of the committees for their engagement in 
FEPTO. In particular, gratitude was expressed to Judith Teszáry & LOC for their hard work to organize  the 
FEPTO Conference and AM in Sigtuna and to Horatiu Nil Albini for  his role as webmaster. The president 
reports from the Executive meeting in Skopje and reminds on the minutes, which have been sent to all 
Council members. The president reports, that cooperation in the Council was an full-time  task oriented 
and mainly focused on the preparation of the 25th AM in Sigtuna. As far as the new guidelines of the net-
work groups are concerned, the president was in close contact with the chair of development in order to 
discuss some refinements. In the role as a co-chair of the research committee the president supported the 
organization of the RC meeting in Skopje, and he started to prepare the forthcoming Research Committee 
meeting in Tallinn in October. An invitation to participate was sent to the membership and published in 

FEPTO XXIII. GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
Tuesday, 20th of June 2017 
Sigtuna, Sweden 
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the FEPTO Newsletter. Vice-president Milena Mutafchieva reported that in her role she was responsible for 
the coordination of the council work during the last year in cooperation with the president, but she 
acknowledged that this was done mainly from the president. She has participated in the Council meeting in 
Dave, November, 2016 and Executive Council Meeting in Skopje, February, 2017. During these meetings she 
was involved in the preparation of the program and organization of the Annual Meeting in Sigtuna and in 
many other current issues as discussions about FEPTO awards, celebration of the 25th FEPTO Anniver-
sary.She would like to express her deep gratitude and acknowledgment to Johannes Krall who is very in-
volved and devoted as president and tries to fulfill all requirements and interests of FEPTO. She also wants 
to thank all Council members who worked in a very friendly and fruitful atmosphere and were mostly fo-
cused on work.. 

Secretary and Internal Affairs: Stefan Flegelskamp 

The main job was again to minute the council meetings in Marathon May 2016, in Dave November 2016, and 
the executive Meeting in Skopje February 2017. He accomplished this task on time and with the  support of 
his colleagues. In addition, as a part of the Executive Council he had participated in the meeting in Skopje 
together with the president and the vice-president and we have discussed and taken  decisions on many cur-
rent topics concerning FEPTO issues.Stefan’s personal core-project was to organize the second Psychodrama 
with Children and Youth network group in BudapestFebruary 2017. You can find the reports of the meeting 
on the Website, in FEPTO Newsletter and on Facebook.  The network group is becoming more and more 
visible and a lot of futures planes are in the pipeline. Recently  he participated together with Jutta Fürst and 
Arsaluys Kayir in the award committee and they took the responsibility to honour well-deserved members 
and newcomers during the 25th anniversary celebration in Sigtuna. Thanks to all of you for your support and 
for your patience to bear  with my English.. 

Treasurer: Chantal Nève-Hanquet  

Chantal Nève-Hanquet reported the FEPTO – income and the expenses for 2016.  

(the Balance 2016 you can find on FEPTO WEB http://www.fepto.com/wp-content/uploads/Balance-2016.pdf) 

9.  Auditor`s report / Approval of the revised accountancy Nel Bax final statement in her role as the auditor 
2016: The auditor concludes, that there is a good management about the FEPTO membership fees in 
2016 and a good administration for the cost  – Approved unanimously 

(the Auditor`s report you can find on FEPTO WEB http://www.fepto.com/wp-content/uploads/Audit-
2017.pdf) 

10. Discharge of the Council – Approved unanimously 

11. Report of the chairs of the committees 

Training Committee report: Reijo Kauppila 

The aim of the Training Committee for 2015-2017: to define the competencies of psychodrama trainee/
practitioner working in therapy or psychotherapy – And to define specific competencies according to EAP. 
Started March 2016, 80% is done; continues till autumn, 2017. 

 
• To define the competencies of psychodrama trainees / practitioners working in other fields of application: 

education, organisations, social work, etc. – started March 2016, 80% is done; continues till autumn 2017 
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• To define competencies of psychodrama – to be started 2017, ready 2018 
• To organize a week-end seminar for FEPTO trainers. The theme will be decided by Training Committee – to 

be organised 2017/2018 (an option) 

Since Dave November 2016, there has been one Training committee meeting in Arnhem, The Netherlands, Janu-
ary the 27th – 29th, 2017. There were four participants from three countries, and it was hosted by Hannah Salo-
me. 

Membership Committee report: Celia Scanlan 

       Informed that she has nothing to add since the process is complete for this year. Celia reports about 
her work in EAP. The main point is to be present at this organisation to make psychodrama visible and 
to keep the link to EAP.. 

Ethics & International Affairs Committee report: Judith Teszáry 

Report of the Ethics Committee: During this period, we have created a draft about what the code of eth-
ics and the code of practice for training institutes should consist of. You can read it in the former number 
of Newsletter.The Committee time given at the Annual Meetings 1.5 hours, is far too short to do the work 
and we need to have meetings in between. This year was special for me and I had extremely short of time 
to do anything else but the organizing of the 25th Annual Meeting and the Conference and to be one of the 
editors of the special issue on Psychodrama in the International Journal of Psychotherapy. If I have the 
confidence of the members, I can go on one more period and accomplish this task in cooperation with the 
former chairs of the Ethics Committee. 
Report of International Affairs: I have been participating at the International Sociodrama Conference 
on Kos 2016. More than 400 participants attended the conference. Members of FEPTO were leading not 
only workshops, but also special groups of helpers and professionals who had contact with the boat refu-
gees, beside the general program. Manuela Maciel, Margarida Belcior and Mariolina Werner were working 
with the teachers of the island, Jörg Burmeister worked with officers from the municipality, Judith Teszáry 
and Nevzat Uctum worked with the volunteers, who took care the survivors of the boat trip and those who 
ended their life in the sea.Moreover I have been the professional leader and one of the creators of an Eras-
mus+ project: VET (vocational educational training) sector: “Strategic Partnership Supporting Exchange of 
Good Practices”. Sociodrama vocational training for psychologists and youth professionals for the develop-
ment of social roles, competencies and awareness of marginalized youths to enhance social inclusion.The 
project involves Psychodrama Institutes/Associations from four countries and connecting social institutes, 
working with disadvantaged youth: 

• Hungarian Psychodrama Association, (is the applying organization) + Reformatory institutes 

• Portugal Psychodrama Society + VOS (working with disable children) 

• Greece, ARSIS (NGO) (Association for the social support of Youth) + Centre for the Study and Applica-
tion of Psychodrama 
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• Sweden, Swedish Association of Psychodramatists + Huddinge Secondary School. 

Annual Meeting Committee report: Nikos Takis 

Firstly, I would like to thank the President, the Vice President and all other members of our council, for the 
remarkably fruitful and joyful collaboration we have attained the last two years, especially after the unfortu-
nate Bonn incidents and the adventurous start of our journey.We are close to the end of our term as a coun-
cil. Regarding the AM committee’s activities, I have tried to activate as many colleagues as possible to work 
and contribute on issues related to the organization of our yearly events, the Annual Meeting and the Con-
ference, which is  of course by far a much larger responsibility of the LOC and secondarily of the Council. 
Some very experienced colleagues like Agnes Dudler, Jorge Burmeister, Maxine Daniels, Margarite Karmaze, 
Angela Hristoforova and Peter Haworth responded positively to my invitations. We worked together in Mar-
athon and then we exchanged some e-mails. The result of this common collective effort are the two pro-
posals that have been already presented in our newsletter about a) the share of the financial responsibility 
between the LOC and FEPTO, and b) the duration and the structure of each Annual Meeting.We strongly 
believe that these proposals will enable the LOCs of each AM to feel more appreciated and respected, as well 
as render the participation in each AM more easily affordable by more psychodrama trainers all over Europe.. 

Development & Network Committee report: Fred Dorn 

Report of networking: The Committee for Networking has newly been established at the AM at Marathon 
in May 2016 consisting of Norbert Apter, Elena Evstatieva, Endel Hango, Yaacov Naor, Fred Dorn (Chair).The 
committee worked out Guidelines on Networking Group (see Appendix 1) and presented them to the Council 
at its meeting in November 2016 in Dave. The Council accepted the Guidelines to be presented, discussed 
and accepted by the Community.However, there rose some discussion about the topic of personal member-
ship in a networking group between the Council and the Committee. This issue was as well discussed at the 
GA of the AM and delivered to the Committee to find a suitable solution.This will be one of the future tasks 
of the Networking Committee.Furthermore, the Committee presented a small Questionnaire (see Appendix 
2) to the Community in order to find out the quality and quantity of engagement and interest of the Com-
munity in Networking. The result, given in Appendix 3, shows, that almost all (37 out of 44) who responded 
to our questionnaire would like to get further information about networking and that those who work in net-
working groups are mostly interested in intervision. It will be another task of the networking group to work 
on these results. 
Report of development: One of the tasks of the Chair of Development is the organisation of Scholarships, 
as they are regulated in the Scholarship Attribution Guidelines of FEPTO. They will have to be revised, since 
the wording “one scholarship per person is available for participants from countries such as Bulgaria, Croa-
tia…” is not clear enough.Concerning the payment of Scholarships, the Council decided, that it is up to the 
LOC in charge to fix the amount of the Early Bird – Registration fee and the currency in which it has to be 
paid. According to that the Scholarship will be settled.Furthermore, there has been a strong request of an 
actualization of FEPTO statutes, now at an age of more than 25 years.A steering group will be implemented 
to work out the essentials of the actualized FEPTO statutes to be discussed and, if possible, to be decided 
upon at the next AM.. 

Research Committee report: Krzysztof Ciepliński & Johannes Krall 

FEPTO Research Committee is an expanding international network of practitioners, trainers and academic 
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researchers who are engaged in the process of building bridges between psychodrama/action methods 
practice and scientific study. Approximately 50 persons from European and Mediterranean countries are 
involved in ongoing cooperation. The process of exchanging ideas and outcomes is supported with re-
search meetings, which are organized twice a year.During the last two years we organized four FEPTO Re-
search Committee Meetings which were held in Würzburg (8th-11th of October 2015), Helsinki (25th – 
28th of February 2016), Kraków (6th – 9th of  October 2016) and Skopje (23rd – 26th of February 2017). We 
published the reports from these events in the FEPTO Newsletter and also on the FEPTO Website.The 
general goal of the meetings was to develop an ongoing multi-area and multilateral cooperation and re-
search networks on psychodrama and related methods between participants. In particular, we continue 
work on research designs, research tools, processes and results in applied psychodrama research. In the 
course of the meetings there is time for presenting and discussing research projects, creating research ide-
as and sharing research experiences.The idea behind the meetings is to provide a work space created with 
traditional scientific conference tools (i.e. multimedia presentations) as well as psychodrama instruments 
used in meeting warm-ups, workshops and evaluation. We are very thankful to  all Participants and also a 
local host teams and institutions for their support and hospitality. We hope to continue this fruitful activi-
ty. The next meeting is planned in Tallinn, Estonia 5th – 8th of October 2017, in cooperation with Moreno 
Centre Tallinn.. 

Communication Committee report: Milena Mutafchieva 

As a chair of the communication committee she was responsible for editing the regular issues of FEPTO 
Newsletter 16.2, 16.3 and 17.1 which were published on time and the content covered a wide diversity of 
topics and events in the Psychodrama Society of the European and Mediterranean countries. In addition, 
she coordinated the updates of the website with the inestimable help and collaboration of Horatiu Nil Al-
bini, who was exclusively responsible for uploading all materials and the improvement of the website. She 
was responsible also for updating the information in the FEPTO Facebook page and reported that all infor-
mation concerning all running activities of the organization was  published and reached many users. There 
was an increase in  the total amount of the people that were reached by our publications (9328 different 
users in comparison with the last year when 1018 people were reached).She wants to say a BIG THANK 
YOU  to Horatiu because of his amazing work for the FEPTO website. In addition, she claimed that it is 
very important to achieve a higher activity in the Facebook page and will look for future improve-
ments.Two years after the elections of the current Council she states that the main achievement is that all 
Council members were very focused and goal-oriented and succeeded to achieve the aims in consideration 
with the ideas of FEPTO and as a team, which deserves appreciation. The resonance of the membership 
concerning the newsletter is poor. 

11. Budget 2017 

The budget 2017 was presented by Chantal Nève-Hanquet – Approved unanimously. 

(the Budget 2017 you can find on FEPTO WEB http://www.fepto.com/wp-content/uploads/Budget-2017.pdf) 

12. FEPTO networks: procedure for new guidelines  

       Norbert Apter presented and explained the procedure of the new guidelines. A decision started on the         
Guidelines for Networking according to the version published in the Newsletter with following amend-
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ments. The main questions were: 

  a. Who can be a member of a Networking group? The committee pointed out: 

• any representative or delegated person of a current FEPTO member 

• any former representative or delegated person of a current FEPTO member 

  b. Who else can participate in a Networking group? 

• anyone having special skills or experience and who can contribute to the goal of the networking group 
can be invited as a guest for one specific activity. 

      The discussion showed, that the committee has to clarify the different needs of different FEPTO-
network groups. InterVision groups (TIP/Matrix/Pool) and the for example the Psychodrama with chil-
dren and youth network group have other goals and also other definitions of participants. 
Voting. Yes: 21; No: 61; Abstention: 10. Result: No 
Furthermore, the committee produced a questionnaire to analyse the state of art and the need of net-
working: Fred Dorn will discuss the findings in the committee group and provide a new proposal. 

13. Revision of guidelines for organizing FEPTO AM and Conference 

Nikos Takis as the chair of the Annual Meeting Committee explained the different proposals. The back-
ground is to divide the financial risk between LOC and FEPTO more fair..\ 

PROPOSAL 1. Instead of starting on Sunday late in the afternoon and finishing on Thursday after lunch, 
the Annual Meeting can start earlier on Sunday (3.00 p.m.) and be completed on Wednesday afternoon, 
after lunch (2.00-3.00 p.m.).  Voting. Yes: 38; No: 37; Abstention: 11. Result: No.  

PROPOSAL 2:  The daily excursion that is usually held on Tuesday afternoon will be optional, and not in-
cluded in the Annual Meeting Fee. The excursion can be scheduled for Wednesday afternoon, or Thursday 
morning for the participants that are interested in it.  Voting.  Yes: 22; No: 62;  Abstention: 10. Result: No.  

PROPOSAL 3: The community discussed and supported the idea to find a fair balance between the risks 
by organizing the FEPTO events. Both proposals were no satisfying and the AM committee has to find a 
new proposal which discharge the LOC more than these proposals. Result: withdrawn.  

PROPOSAL 4:  It is proposed that two members of the LOC will participate in the Annual Meeting with-
out paying the registration fee. The LOC decides how this offer will be handled.  Voting. Yes: 87; No: 2; Ab-
stention: 0. Result: Yes. 

14. FEPTO membership fee Chantal Nève-Hanquet in behalf of the council proposed to increase the mem-
bership fee about 10%. Hence for Founding member 120 euros; Training organizations 275 / 175 / 90 
euros; Accrediting organizations 275 / 175 / 90 euros.Voting.Yes: 72; No: 16; Abstentions: 2.Result: Yes 

15. Approval of new memberships on the recommendation of the Council.  

Institute of Psychodrama and Psychological Counseling (IPPC) Russia 

Voting. Yes: 87; No: 3; Non valid: 0. Result: Yes. 

Regional Association for Psychodrama and Integrative Psychotherapy (RAIP) Serbia  

Voting. Yes: 90; No: 5; Non valid: 0. Result: Yes 
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY II 

16. Welcoming the new members 

The FEPTO Community welcomes two new members: Congratulations!!! 

17. Presentation of candidates and election of the new FEPTO Council.  

Chantal Nève-Hanquet, Krzysztof Cieplinski, Reijo Kauppila, Nikolaos Takis, Judith Teszáry, Hannes Krall, 
Ana Cruz, Fred Dorn, Katherina (Ina) Ilieva, Kerstin Jurdell, Peter Haworth and Georgios Chaniotis are can-
didates for the new council. Everybody has time to present themselves with their capacities, vision and goals 
for FEPTO. 

18. Voting results 

Chantal Nève-Hanquet: 88  votes 

Krzysztof Cieplinski: 82  votes 

Reijo Kauppila: 80  votes 

Nikolaos Takis: 79  votes 

Judith Teszáry: 72  votes 

Johannes Krall: 71  votes 

Ana Cruz: 65  votes 

Fred Dorn: 56  votes 

Katherina Ilieva: 55 votes 

Kerstin Jurdell: 51 votes. 

Peter Haworth: 47  votes 

Georgios Chaniotis: 40  votes. 

19. FEPTO Annual Meeting and Conference 2018 and 2019 

2018 in Bulgaria. Institute for Psychodrama Practice “Chiron” & Bulgarian Association of Psychodrama and 
Group Therapy will be the local host. The Conference take place from 11th – 13th May, and the Annual 
Meeting from 13th – 17th May. Ina Ilieva prepared an impressive video-invitation of Locations. Reaction 
of an audience after the presentation: we will come for sure. 

2019: Finland and Estonia. Organizing associations: Helsinki Psychodrama Institute (Finland); Tallinn Psy-
chodrama Institute(Estonia); Tartu Psychodrama Institute (Estonia). The place will be in Estonia. 

20. Proposal for 2020 for FEPTO Annual Meeting and Conference.Nikos Takis proposed Macedonia to be the 
host 

21. Any other business 

22. Closure of the General Assembly.Stefan FlegelskampSecretary of FEPTO 

Stefan Flegelskamp 
Secretary of FEPTO  

http://www.fepto.com/organization/council/secretary
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Executive Council: 

President: Nikolaos Takis, 

niktakis@gmail.com, president@fepto.com 

Vice President: Krzysztof Ciepliński, 

k.cieplin@gmail.com, vicepresident@fepto.com 

Secretary: Ana Cruz, 

ana.s.dacruz@gmail.com, secretary@fepto.com 

Treasurer: Chantal Neve Hanquet, 

hanquetchantal@gmail.com 

Committee Chairs: 

Research Committee: Hannes Krall, 

hannes.krall@aau.at 

Training Committee: Reijo Kauppila, 

training@fepto.com, reijo.kauppila@muutosvalmennus.fi  

Development & Network Committee: Fred Dorn, 

development@fepto.com, fred_dorn@magicvillage.de 

Ethics & International Affairs Committee: Judith Teszary, 

jteszary@gmail.com, ethics@fepto.com 

Communication Committee: Katerina Ilieva, 

katherinailieva@gmail.com,  communication@fepto.com 

Annual Meeting & Membership Committee: Kerstin Jurdell, 

kerstin.jurdell@gmail.com,annualmeeting@fepto.com, membership@fepto.com 

FEPTO COUNCIL 

as it was elected at the last Annual Meeting in Sigtuna 2017 

We proudly present the new  
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At this point, we would like to thank two colleagues who 
were also council candidates, Georgios Chaniotis from 
Greece and Peter Haworth from U.K. We are also thank-
ful to Frank Sielecki and Annick Millet, who  both per-
formed excellent work in the facilitation of the General 
Assembly, part of which were the elections, and finally 
the vote counters, for their scrupulous and conscientious 
contribution. 

Regarding the distribution of roles that each one of us 
will hold in the council, different criteria were considered 
per se: the number of votes, the personal wish and desire, 
the special areas of competence  and the sociometric 
choices of the group. Due to fact that it is a sensitive process, which in the past was not always an 

easy process, it was decided  upon that Agnes  Dudler 
act as a facilitator. After lengthy discussions, which un-
fortunately prevented us from being present in the 
presentation of the small groups’ work and results,we   
reached the final composition. 

We want to express our appreciation to Agnes Dudler 
for her excellent manner in dealing with this sensitive 
process, being so warm, calm and thoughtful to each 
and every one of us and to the community. Thank you, 
Agnes! 

One more novelty in the last Annual Meeting was the 
ritual for the assumption of the role which was pro-

posed after the Bonn AM in 2015, once again by Agnes Dudler. The new council was given a beauti-
ful orange scarf that will be delivered to the next council in 2019 in Estonia. This scarf symbolizes, 
amongst other things, the responsibility of the role of 
the council member.  

For the following two years, all remains to be seen in 
action. For the time being, we want to invite you and 
encourage you to be actively involved in the function 
of our organization, in any way you believe that will 
benefit our community. Please feel free to get in touch 
with each one of us for any question, thought, idea or 
complaint you might have about our function. Thank 
you all once again for your trust and support! 
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Nikos lives and works in Athens. He is Assistant Professor of Clinical 
Psychology at the American College of Greece, as well as founder and 
Director of the Counseling Center for the students of the same 
institution. He has worked for 15 years with adolescents and young adult 
drug users, at the Psychiatric Hospital of Athens. 

He completed his training in Psychodrama in 2005, in the context of the Greek Psychodrama 
Society. He was further trained by “Psychodrama Forum Berlin” (directed by G. Stiegler). He is 
certified as a trainer since 2010. He also works in private practice since 2000 and runs 
psychodrama self-awareness and psychotherapeutic groups since 2003, as well as 
psychoanalytically oriented individual psychotherapy. He founded the institute of Psychodrama 
“Endohora” (means inner world), and runs training groups since 2010. “Endohora” is a member of 
FEPTO since 2013.  

Nikos is also a certified psychotherapist of Transference Focused Psychotherapy, an approach 
invented by Otto Kernberg, psychoanalyst of groups (certified by S.F.P.P.G., the French Society of 
Psychoanalytic Group Psychotherapy), and a candidate psychoanalyst in the Hellenic 
Psychoanalytical Society. 

He was a member of the former FEPTO council, where he held the chair of the Annual Meeting 
Committee, and was also head of the Local Organizing Committee of the 11th FEPTO and the 
24th Annual Meeting, both held in Marathon, Greece, on May 2016. 

His vision as a President of FEPTO is to enhance the communication among its members, as well 
as between the members and the Council, to promote the communication between Psychodrama 
and other modalities, to develop and facilitate the writing and publishing activity of the members 
of our community. His dream is to contribute actively in launching a FEPTO journal, that will 
add to the consolidation of the epistemological aspect of the method of Psychodrama and will 
also enable the researchers and practitioners of our field to communicate their work and ideas 
with the psychodrama and mental health community. Many colleagues are so experienced and 
knowledgeable on the matter of psychodrama. Their expertise has to be documented and 
constitute the basis, the cradle for further advancement and development of psychodrama. 
FEPTO is the right place for this, as it can function as a safe place for creative and productive 
encounters!    

Nikolaos Takis 

president@fepto.com 

 

 

PRESIDENT 
Nikos Takis 

mailto:president@fepto.com
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Krzystof is a psychologist, trainer and psychotherapist. He lives in Lublin, Poland. 
He is a family man and father of three. He is employed as Assistant Professor for 
the Department of Psychotherapy and Health Psychology at the John Paul II 
Catholic University of Lublin and also cooperates with the Lazarski University in 
Warsaw. He is a certified psychotherapist of the Polish Psychiatric Association. 
Since 2016 he has been a member of the Review Commission of the Scientific 
Psychotherapy Section of this organization. He is also a council member of the 
Polish Society for Psychotherapy Integration since 2015. 

Being involved in conducting psychotherapy for the last 20 years. Actually he works with individuals, 
groups and couples in a Mental Health Center in Warsaw as well as in private practice in Lublin. His 
research interests include psychodrama outcome and change process studies, integration of psychotherapy, 
positive psychology and professional development and training. With an interest in existential and cultural 
aspects of psychotherapy and well-being, the author of the empirical based psychological concept of 
experiencing freedom.  

He completed his psychodrama training in 2014 at the Polish Psychodrama Institute in Kraków, after he 
started the process of becoming a formal trainer for this organization (as well as a PIFE trainer). He lead 
psychodrama groups for trainees in cooperation with a few psychotherapy schools in Poland (Gliwice, 
Crakow). He has also been involved in promoting psychodrama to university students for many years.  

Krzysztof started his work for the FEPTO Council cadency 2015-2017. In June 2017 he was elected Vice 
President of FEPTO. 

His vision of the service for FEPTO is to facilitate further development of psychodrama in today’s modern 
society. The atmosphere of trust and creative international exchange (including psychodrama organizations 
from other continents), being sensitive to the value of practical and clinical experiences and wisdom of the 
members, as well as data from current scientific research in the fields of psychology, neuroscience and 
education are fundamental in his vision. He would like to continue his involvement in supporting the 
development of psychodrama and action methods research, in this application of its outcome into practice 
and training. All new ideas and proposals on how to enrich our FEPTO body are very welcome!  

Krzysztof Ciepliński 

vicepresident@fepto.com 

 

 

 

VICE PRESIDENT 
Krzysztof Mariusz 

Ciepliński  

mailto:vicepresident@fepto.com
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PhD in Psychology, Psychodrama (2014). Degree in Clinical Psychology (2008) 
and Social Psychology (2000). 

Since 2015 I’ve been working as a Clinical Psychologist at the Psychiatry and Mental Health department of 
the Porto Central Hospital running psychodrama groups with patients in grief, dysthymia and personality 
disorders. 

I worked 14 years in community intervention on alcohol-related problems (4 years on an outpatient basis 
and 10 years in a community of social inclusion, with inpatient clients as a Psychologist and Clinical 
coordinator). 

From 2009 to 2013, I collaborated with the Pedagogical Psychology Clinic at the University Fernando Pessoa 
as a Clinical Psychologist, where I also developed a Sociodrama group with institutionalized children and  
lectured on the discipline of Methods and Techniques of Psychotherapy. 

Since 2004 I have a private practice, directing Psychodrama and Psychodance groups, individual 
Psychotherapy and supervision 

Memberships:    

Trainer of the Portuguese Psychodrama Society (SPP). 

Founding member and trainer of the Iberian Psychodance Association Jaime G. Rojas Bermúdez  

Member of FEPTO Research Committee  

Effective member of the Association of Portuguese Psychologists 

About me and my Psychodramatic roots: 

I’m a Portuguese woman, influenced by the waves of Atlantic Ocean, where I always lived nearby. I started 
my Psychodrama training in 2001 in SPP. My main interest was definitely to learn and became a 
Psychodrama Director but somehow I was caught by the ‘magic’ and I found myself to be a different person 
after the first experiential part of the training. My real passion begun right here and the 'seed' of curiosity 
about the process of change in Psychodrama was planted. 

Despite the fact of being a very small country, Psychodrama is very well disseminated and recognized in 
Portugal, thanks to the work developed in the last 30 years by SPP.  Professionals have a strong knowledge, 
know-how and years of experience in clinical and social intervention and psychotherapy research. They are 
connected to institutions that work in the different fields: hospitals, social institutions, schools and 
universities (eg. São João Hospital, Porto Central Hospital, Nova University of Lisbon, Coimbra University 
Hospital, Lusíada University, Superior Institute of Social Work). Also Psychodrama is a psychotherapy 
recognized by the national Association of Portuguese Psychologists.  

In 2005 a small group of trainees had the first contact with Psychodance and decided to gather and start a 
specific training in Psychodance, lead by Luciano Moura and Amelia Coppel, and later supervised by Rojas-
Bermudez and Graciela Moyano. In 2008 The Iberian Association of Psychodance J. Rojas-Bermúdez was 
founded, and now starting to train new people. 

I had the pleasure of join FEPTO-RC by the hand of Gabriela Moita, in February of 2009. At that moment I 

SECRETARY 
Ana Cruz 
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was starting to gather ideas about how to conduct a PhD in Psychodrama and how to contribute 
scientifically, for the accreditation of Psychodrama. Being part of this group was a very intense and positive 
experience and the source of motivation to take it to the end. All the work done with RC's members 
challenged the belief that a PhD is always  solitary work. Moreno brought joy to Psychiatry, and as the good 
followers that we are, we brought joy to the scientific work. 

The aim of FEPTO is to develop psychodrama, my aim is to continue to give my contribution to this 
development. As a good auxiliary-ego, I will do my best to always be ready to play my role. Don’t hesitate to 
ask for my help and to use me as a mediator to give voice in the council, to your ideas and opinions. FEPTO 
depends on your full support for keeping PD developing and growing in a professional way. 

 
Ana Cruz 
secretary@fepto.com 

 

Psychologist. Psychodrama therapist and Jungian therapist. 

Living in Sofia, Bulgaria. 

Languages: Bulgarian, Check, Russian, English, German. 

Education: ACADEMY OF PERFORMING ARTS – Prague, Czech Republic – Department of Film and 
TV and University “St. Cyril and St. Methodius” –  Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria – Psychology 

Education in Psychodrama: Psychodrama Center Orpheus, Psychotherapy 2000. 
Currently IAAP router /International Association for Analytical Psychology/. 

Coming to FEPTO as representative of CHIRON Institute for psychodrama practices, Bulgaria. 
Member of the board of the institute,  trainer and supervisor. 

Member of the board of Bulgarian Jungian society, working in the Study program for Jungian 
psychotherapist, teaching therapist and supervisor in the program. 

Psycho-therapeutic practice from 2005 – Medical Centrum, Sofia. Currently works in private practice 
providing group and individual therapy with adults and adolescents.  Area of special interests in 
practice – adolescents and persons from two or more nationalities as well as people living in a 
foreign country – problems of identity and integration. 

Author of more than 30 Articles in different Newsletters 

Katerina Ilieva (Ina) 
communication@fepto.com 

CHAIR OF  
COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE 

Katerina Ilieva 

mailto:secretary@fepto.com
mailto:Endohora
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I am 65 years old, trained by Leif Dag Blomkvist, Dean and Doreen Elefthery.  Certified in 1990 as 
Director of Psychodrama and 1995 as TEP by the Nordic Board of Examiners in Psychodrama, Group 
Psychotherapy and Sociometry. I have a Bachelor of Social Science  Degree and a MA in the Theory 
of Practical Knowledge. I am also a psychotherapist -step 1- at Karolinska Institute. I have been a 
teacher since 1989 at the Swedish Moreno Institute and founded The Swedish Psychodrama School 
in 2000, where I am a main trainer at basic and advanced level. 

I have been working as a University Lecturer since 1990 with university topics  such as social work, 
ethics/leadership and psychology of religion. 

I have been an International Trainer and Educator since 1994 in Germany, Finland, Norway, Portu-
gal and Russia and been a leader of workshops in International Psychodrama Conferences in USA, 
Russia, Germany, Finland, Norway, Great Britain, Portugal, New Zealand and Greece. 

I have also been working with social work and in psychiatry for many years before I started a private 
practice as a psychotherapist and supervisor. 

Today my main interest is sociopsychodrama. I am a trainer in an Erasmus project for implementing 
sociodrama in youth field organizations in different countries in Europe in cooperation with FEP-
TO. I am also writing a master thesis about sociopsychodrama. From morenian theory I see the phil-
osophical and artistic parts important. 

I have also written a master thesis about Surrealistic Psychodrama where surrealism, Jungian psy-
chology and mythological topics play an important role in the directing of psychodrama. 

Kerstin Jurdell 
membership@fepto.com 

CHAIR OF  
THE ANNUAL MEETING COMMITTEE 

Kerstin Jurdell 

http://www.nordicboard.org/
http://ki.se/start
http://www.nordicboard.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=149&Itemid=514
http://psykodramaskolan.blogg.se/
mailto:membership@fepto.com
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My training in psychodrama began  in 1968 under the leadership of Anne 
Ancelin Schützenberger, trainer at that time of the “Groupe français de Soci-
ométrie et de Dynamique de Groupe” and guest of the Verveine (Louvain) 
which became a section of the CFIP in 1977. 
In the course of my training I participated in many different psychodrama groups and acquainted 
myself with a variety of therapeutic approaches. 
From 1970 to 1973 I led a therapeutic psychodrama group with children. 
From 1977 to 1998 I led a therapeutic psychodrama group (experiential level) and in 1998 I started 
and led the didactic psychodrama group at the CFIP. 
I also developed with Jacques Pluymaekers (trainer in family therapy), a psychodramatic method 
called “landscape genogram”, a transgenerational approach which integrates metaphor with the play 
of psychodrama. 
The psychodrama, with its dimension of group work, made me aware of the symbolism that emerg-
es as a result of the collective work of the group. This symbolism can be shown to relate to the work 
of Jung on the collective unconscious and the archetypes. 
I make every effort to ensure that psychodrama remains alive in French speaking Belgium. 
I conduct landscape genogram groups in France, Greece, Italy, Quebec and Switzerland. 
Since 1993 I have been conducting different training and supervision groups in Sofia, Bulgaria 
I have written many articles about the landscape genogram with Jacques Pluymaekers and about the 
body in therapy with Christine van der Borght. In addition, I have co-authored several articles with 
Pierre Fontaine. 
In 1988 I became a Jungian analyst a the SBPA (Société Belge de Psychologie Analytique) 
In 1981 I became a trainer in family therapy (IPFS- Namur Be) 
In my psychotherapeutic practice, I work with individuals, couples and families. I conduct several 
supervision groups. 
 
Chantal NÈVE HANQUET 
hanquetchantal@gmail.com 

TREASURER  
Chantal NÈVE HANQUET 

mailto:hanquetchantal@gmail.com
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Networking and Development 

are not two separate tasks, they are closely combined with each other – different 
aspects of one issue concerning FEPTO: growth and stability. So you may say that 
networking is development and vice versa. There is no development if there isn’t any networking, and net-
working won’t work properly, if it doesn’t bring about development.  

But anyway, networking and development represent different aspects of growth and stability: Networking is 
concentrated on the relations between groups and organizations to enhance, to strengthen them, to give 
them an order of working and reliability.  

On the other hand, Development refers to the rules, strategies and fundamental mission of FEPTO. It an-
swers to the questions of geographical, historical, political and social roots of FEPTO as well as to compre-
hend FEPTO and to adjust it to the requirements of an organization concerning European and Mediterrane-
an countries.  

And all this with the aim and target to develop and to spread the idea of Morenean Psychodrama, Sociome-
trie and Grouptherapy all over Europe and its neighbour countries. 

So the task of networking and development encompasses a large arc of tension to be kept together – let’s try.  

Some words about me:  

Grown up as a German, born in wartime during World War II, I have been since childhood confronted with 
the crimes of Nazi-Germany and the effects of its defeat in a destroyed and split country and European conti-
nent. The generation in which I grew up had to realize that we had to take responsibility for the consequenc-
es of the terror Nazi-Germany had spread all over Europe. I found my psychodramatic identity by working on 
the European field – especially in Eastern Europe – those countries who had suffered most cruelly from Ger-
man occupation. That’s why I joined the Psychodrama-Institute for Europe (PIfE) – an organization being 
active in several Eastern European countries such as Poland, Romania, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus – and in 
which I am still active as treasurer. And that’s as well the reason why I joined the council of FEPTO and have 
been ready since to take responsibility for networking and development all over Europe, in order to set alight 
as many “microrevolutions” as possible.  

Fred Dorn 
development@fepto.com 

Chair of Networking and Development 

Fred Dorn 

mailto:development@fepto.com
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This is my 25th year of engagement in FEPTO. I served as president 
in 3 terms and this is my second term in the council as chair of the 
Ethics Committee and that of International Affairs. 

Nikos Takis asked us, members of the previous council to express 
our wishes, thoughts, desires and visions about the council work. I am happy for this question, 
which itself shows a spirit I cherish so much. Namely: involvement, co-creation and mutuality. 

FEPTO is a federation, which means that the member institutes are equal partners gathering every 
year to discuss and decide about training issues, research, ethics, communication, networking and 
development of the federation. We have the committees, they cannot work isolated with only a few 
engaged members. The committees need to involve the member institute in their work. There is so 
much experience and knowledge, ideas which we need to bring forward in order to create a 
common understanding of whatever question we deal with. How do we involve members to 
contribute their knowledge? 1,5 hour for a committee meeting, once a year, is far too little to meet 
and discuss and even less to make any decisions. The committees need to meet a couple of days 
every year in order to develop issues. The benefit from the Annual meetings and some from the 
conferences goes to FEPTO. The money should be used more equally between committees.  

Out of the FEPTO networking grew many important activities and projects: Children’s network; 
Task force for peace; Erasmus+ training projects. These international activities contribute to 
spreading our methods to university students, and among other professionals. These activities also 
need their space and support even economically. How can these areas be implemented in the 
training curriculum of the institutes? Questions we need to discuss. How can research be a part of 
the training programs? There are researchers in each country, who could teach research at the 
training institutes. Can FEPTO help to find a couple of instruments, quantitative and qualitative 
ones and let the trainers teach them to the students and use them when they write their theses in 
their final examination? 

There is criticism  among members that the Council is invisible, they are sitting at their meetings, 
involved neither in the conference nor in small group works, the very essence of the exchange 
among us. Making decisions without involving the members is not a way I would like to work. 

Making decisions without listening to what the members need or wish is not my way of working. 
We have time to explore issues and implement ideas and let the decisions be well anchored. I 
would like to remind you how we created the minimal training standard. Pierre Fontaine was in 
charge to collect all the training curriculum of the member institutes. Out of this material we 
discussed, in small working groups ,the hours and the content of the training for a long time before 
we made a decision about a minimal standard; each one of the institutes must live up to this. 

Chair of Ethics & International 
Affairs Committee 

Judith Teszary  
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CHAIR OF TRAINING COMMITTEE 

Reijo Kauppila 

The aim of the Training Committee is to define and describe FEPTO training 
standards for trainees, practitioners and psychodrama trainers, and to provide 
recommendations and examples of training programs in different application 
fields of psychodrama. The Committee supports trainers’ professional devel-

opment, and fosters inspiring professional networking of member institutes, too. 

Goals for the Training Committee 2017-2019: 

To continue and finish defining oi psychodramatist’s and psychodrama psychotherapist’s core competencies 
(2017) and to disseminate the outcomes (2018) 

To define competencies of psychodrama trainer (2018) 

To discuss initiatives co-created in Training Committee meeting in Sigtuna AM and to turn them into action 
plan for Training Committee (201) 

Actions according to plan 2018-2019 

Actions might include seminars, conferences, trainings 

To organize 1-2 committee meetings each year. 

Reijo Kauppila 

reijo.kauppila@muutosvalmennus.fi 

The whole assembly was a working group dealing with our common issues. 
In my vision we find ways again to co-create where the knowledge and the experience of the assembly is 
a vivid part of the work we aim to carry out.  

Communication between FEPTO and the member institutes also needs to be more vivid. The 
representatives are the bridge and the link. How can we act so that the institutes benefit from what we 
are doing? How can the institutes influence the federation through their representatives so that it can 
create mutual communication? 

Last but not least, I would like to raise the question whether Sociodrama, the twin sister/brother of 
psychodrama should be a section of FEPTO? The need to deal with social issues, problems on a group 
level is growing in step with the problems that societies need to deal with. Sociodrama is a suitable 
instrument many of us have. I think it is time to take care of those competences as well. 

Judith Teszáry 
jteszary@gmail.com 

mailto:reijo.kauppila@muutosvalmennus.fi
mailto:jteszary@gmail.com
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Chair of Research Committee  
Krall Johannes   

Dear FEPTO  Colleagues, 

The FEPTO Research Committee aims at enhancing re-search in all are-
as of professional practice in psychodrama. Now we are all looking for-
ward to our upcoming FEPTO RC Meeting from 5 th -8 th of October 2017 in Tallinn. We are 
going to work on the theme “Diversity in Psychodrama Practice – Challenges for Process and Out-
come Research”.  

The goal of this meeting is to discuss diversity in psychodrama practice and how we can deal with 
it in research. We are going to start from practical examples in order to better understand what we 
actually do in practice and what we want to study in our projects. Furthermore, we want to deepen 
our research cooperation and networks by working on research designs, research tools, processes 
and results in applied psychodrama research. In our meeting there will be time for presenting and 
discussing research projects, creating research ideas and sharing research experiences. And finally, 
we want to think about publishing our studies in order to share it with our psychodrama communi-
ty and beyond. 

Pille Isat, Ene Vinter-van Vierssen, and Dirk J. van Vierssen from Moreno Center in Tallinn 
will be our local hosts. Thank you! Researchers and practitioners, students/ trainees and trainers 
in psychodrama and everybody who is interested in psychodrama research is invited to join our net-
work. We will meet in the centre of Tallinn at the Town Hall Square.  

I also would like to remind you to save the dates for our FEPTO RC Meeting from 8-11 of Febru-
ary in 2018 on the Isle of Man. The conference is hosted by the Isle of Man Mental Health Ser-
vices, the Federation of European Psychodrama Training Organisations (FEPTO) and Keyll Darree 
Education and Training Centre. For more information or contributions to one of our RC Meetings 
you can always contact me. 

As chair of FEPTO RC I want to encourage all training institutes to have two or three people in each 
institute who are interested in research to act as a coordinator for research or to be at least a con-
tact person for information on research issues. It would be very helpful if these coordinators are also 
able to participate in the RC meetings. 

I am looking forward to welcoming you to one of our next meetings, 

Johannes Krall  
hannes.krall@aau.at 

mailto:hannes.krall@aau.at
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FEPTO Awards 

In honor of FEPTO’s 25th Anniversary , it was decided to award some colleagues and FEPTO 

members for their significant contribution and unselfish devotion to the well-being, prosperi-

ty and development of our organization. In order for this task to be completed, an awards 

committee was formed, consisting of Stefan Flegelskamp from Germany, the FEPTO secre-

tary, as a representative of the Council in the committee, Jutta Furst from Austria and Arsa 

Kayir from Turkey. 

 After many exchanges and discussions with the former council,  it was decided that 

three different awards be given: the FEPTO lifetime achievement award, the FEPTO excel-

lence award and the FEPTO psychodrama student  award, another novelty of this Annual 

Meeting. 

FEPTO Lifetime Achievement Award 

The goals of these awards were the following:  

a. to honor colleagues with a high commitment to the organization 
b. to encourage people to make efforts to develop psychodrama.  

  The award committee selection was based on the following criteria:  

a. having served FEPTO voluntarily over many years (Council, Committees, organization-
al work etc., particular contributions) and/or  

b. life-long contribution to psychodrama by teaching, training, and/or publishing in an 

outstanding way. 

FEPTO Excellence Award  

This award is given for an outstanding, single or ongoing, contribution (innovative training, 

psychodrama practice, psychodrama research) to FEPTO or Psychodrama.  

The goals of this award were:  

a. to enhance the reputation of psychodrama in their specific community of health, educa-

tion, management, theatre or in general 

25th anniversary FePTO Awards 
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b. to improve psychodrama training regarding content, structure, teaching skills, research, 

positive training atmosphere and outcome.  

The criteria on which the committee was based for its choices were:  

a. either having served FEPTO voluntarily over many years (Council, Committees, organiza-

tional work etc., particular contributions)  

b. having contributed substantially to the improvement of psychodrama in general or its 

training regarding content, structure, teaching skills, positive training atmosphere, psycho-

drama research and outcome. 

FEPTO Psychodrama Student Award  

The goals that were set by the committee for this new award, were the following: 

a. Enhancing the reputation of psychodrama in their specific community of health, education, 

management or theatre and in general 

b. Encouraging students to be a model for other trainees in order to develop the method 

c. Encouraging training institutes to enhance the quality of theses in order to train students 

for research, writing and publishing  

d. Motivate training and accrediting institutes to organize their training on a high standard 

The criteria on which the choice was based were the high quality of the thesis, study or 

presentation carried out by the student, in terms of content, methodology, and presentation of 

outcomes/ results. Furthermore, it was decided that the awarded student will be financially 

supported in order to attend a FEPTO Research Committee Meeting. 

Finally, it was decided that one more special prize  would be given this year, to Pierre 

Nève, Chantal’s husband, as the best FEPTO photographer! This prize  was given as an 

acknowledgement of Pierre’s longstanding contribution in documenting and capturing with 

his camera the most important moments of our meetings, exchanges and interactions. We are 

deeply thankful to all those colleagues that have offered so much to our community. They 

serve as a living example for each one of us and for the generations of psychodramatists to 

come. Congratulations to all of them! 
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The colleagues that received the lifetime achievement award were Chantal Nève Hanquet, 

Monica Westberg and Prof. em. Dr. Leni Verhofstad-Denéve.  

The laudation for Chantal was made by Nikos Takis. He highlighted her 

unselfish devotion to the well-being of the community, the conscien-

tiousness by which she has been carrying out her duties as a treasurer all 

these years, and how eager she always has been to give, to take care of 

and resolve any issue related to FEPTO. Then, the laudation for Monica 

was done by Judith Teszary. Judith praised Mon-

ica for her longstanding dedication to FEPTO, 

since its early days and also talked about the sig-

nificant contribution of Monica in the develop-

ment of psychodrama in Sweden.  

Finally, the laudation to Leni was performed by Jutta Fürst. Jutta fo-

cused on the scientific and theoretical contributions of Leni, and she 

highlighted her book, “Theory and Practice of Action and Drama 

Techniques” (Jessica Kingsley, 2000) which is one of the most essen-

tial books in the field of psychodrama. Jutta pointed out that Leni 

succeeded in finding the missing link between psychodrama tech-

niques and developmental- dialectical psychological theories. It was 

also said that Leni’s interest was always focused on young people. 

Therefore, it is no wonder that she developed a unique method and 

particular tools for working psychodramatically with kids. Leni’s sense 

of humour, her humbleness and her way to create a save atmosphere 

for those she is dealing with, was also underscored by Jutta. Unfortu-

nately, Leni could not be present in the awards ceremony due to a sud-

den illness, so the award was received by her daughter Moira. 

       Lifetime Achievement Award  
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The FEPTO Excellence award was given this year to two dis-

tinguished colleagues of ours: Prof. Maurizio Gasseau and  

Horatiu Nil Albini M.D.. The laudation for Maurizio was 

given by Agnes Dudler. She emphasized his longstanding 

contribution to our community, his excellent work as a for-

mer vice president and council member, his ties to the inter-

national psychodrama scene and IAGP, and mostly the crea-

tivity  he displays when he so elegantly and effectively com-

bines the principles of psychodramatic theory and practice with the tradition of Jungian psycholo-

gy. One example of this successful interweaving is the social dreaming matrix workshops and semi-

nars that he conducts. The laudation for Horatiu was done by Eva Fahlström Borg. Eva insisted on 

the selfless dedication of Horatiu to FEPTO , which was manifested in his contributions as former 

President and Council member and also his creativity and passion for designing the newsletter and 

website for so many years. For a long time he had two or three functions at the same time, 

(president, co- president, secretary, chair of newsletter committee and webmaster). He organized 

the AM in Romania and was a long-term president of the local psychodrama training institute. 

The laudation for Pierre was done by Celia Scanlan. Celia, apart from praising his 

photography skills, talked about his virtues as a host of the council meetings in 

Dave. When he received the award, Pierre shared with us the history of his pas-

sion with photography! 

     Exellence Award  

Best FEPTO photographer 
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The student award focuses on the “new psychodrama generation”.  Now and in future, we need 

better studies on psychodrama in order to be accepted in the scientific world.   

The council wants to encourage training institutes to organize their training on a high standard, 

enhance the quality of theses in order to train students for research, writing and publishing. More-

over, motivate students to be a model for other trainees and to develop the method further.   

Although we published the criteria in the FEPTO Newsletter and on the website in time, we got 

only two applications. We ask you to think about how we can distribute the information more 

effectively in order to reach the trainees in each institute.   

This year the award goes to  Kristina Gotseva-Balgaranova from the Institute for 

Psychodrama Practices “Chiron” in Bulgaria   

Title of the thesis:  

 “I’m a snake...”, “I’m an elephant...” Different faces of children’s aggression   

The study measures the effect of individual therapy for children based on the Symboldrama devel-

oped by Alfons Aichinger. The thesis is well structured on a theoretical and empirical base and 

shows a high level of reflection. The student describes the clients, the research de-

sign .Furthermore, the results are well presented and there is a follow through on research ques-

tions. Kristina was aware of the methodical problems and discussed it properly. Kristina’s thesis is 

a good model  on how- to -do small pieces of research in psychodrama and she will therefore be 

awarded by FEPTO with financial support to attend and present her work at the next research 

committee meeting.   

     Student Award  
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“I’m a snake...”, “I’m an elephant...” 
Different faces of children’s aggression 

Thesis for Psychodrama therapist diploma 

 

This thesis for graduating as a Psychodrama therapist is developed in two directions. On the one 

hand,it describes case studies of four children (two girls and two boys) that have problems with 

their own aggression. This part is developed on the basis of the aggression transformations of these 

children as a result of psychotherapy, and more specific of  symboldrama. On the other hand, there 

is another part describing  research with six children, between 4 and 6 years of age, again in order 

to explain the way of their aggression. The main aim of the study was to find out whether  symbol-

drama (monodrama with children) will have an effect on children with aggression issues. The scale 

for pro-social behavior and emotional development (Koltcheva, 2015) was used, the children were 

pre-tested and then post-tested with the same scale after 10 therapeutic sessions. The results 

showed differences in the strategies that children used at the beginning of the study and after  10 

sessions with symboldrama. Aggressive children showed great progress using constructive strate-

gies in conflict situations. The current study had some methodological problems. However, this 

could serve as a valid example for measuring the outcome of individual psychotherapeutic sessions, 

in this particular symboldrama. In future research we intend to collect data from more children in 

order to perform statistical analysis. The main idea of the study was to try measuring the effect of 

psychodrama with children/symboldrama in an individual context. It is easy to say that there is an 

effect, that there are changes, but it is a challenge to bring some real evidence defending such 

claim. So this current thesis gives an idea on how it could be done and shows that it is not neces-

sary to exclude the therapeutic work form the research field. More so, it is very useful to have real 

data supporting the methods and theories we are working with. 

Kritsina Gotseva-Balgaranova (gotsevak@gmail.com) is a member of Institute for Psychodrama 

Practices “Chiron”, Bulgaria. She has a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and Master’s degree in De-

velopmental Psychology graduating from  New Bulgarian University, Sofia, Bulgaria. She finished a 

PhD program in Psychology with a profile in developmental psychology and she will be a PhD grad-

uate  after her thesis presentation in a few months. Kristina is assistant professor in Psychology 

since March 2017. She is also a trainee in a group for psychodrama with children, founded in collab-

oration between Szenen Institute, Cologne, Germany and Center for child development and psy-

chological consultation, “Cognitiva”. 

FEPTO Awards 

 Student Award  
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Editorial  

Courtenay Young  
Editor, International Journal of Psychotherapy 

Dear Readers and Subscribers to the IJP  

We are delighted to present a Special Issue on ‘Psychodrama Psychotherapy’: and much more is 
written about this issue in the Guest Editorial that follows. This Special Issue is yet another in an 
increasing series. There has already been: (i) a Special Issue on ‘Psychotherapy and the Inter-
net’ (July, 2000: Vol. 10, No. 2); (ii) a Special Issue on ‘Different Approaches to Depression’ (July 
2009: Vol 13, No. 2); (iii) a Special Issue on ‘R.D. Laing: 50 years after ‘The Divided Self’” (July 
2011: Vol. 5, No. 2) expanded later into a book and published by PCCS Books; (iv) a Special Issue on 
‘Roberto Assagioli & Psychosynthesis’ (July, 2012: Vol. 16, No. 2); (v) a Special Issue on 
‘Existential Psychotherapy’ (March, 2015: Vol. 19, No. 1); (vi) and a Special Issue on ‘Mindfulness 
& Psychotherapy’ (July 2016: an e-issue in PDF format).  

We are currently in the process of planning: a Special Issue on ‘Transgenerational Trauma’, hope-
fully to be published 2018; and a Special Issue on ‘Psychotherapy and Spirituality’, which has al-
ready been started in Vol. 20, No. 3, and will be continued in Vol. 21, No. 3. It will also be published 
on-line and free.  

We are also considering several possibilities for the future, which may include: a Special Issue on 
‘Humanistic Psychotherapy’; a Special Issue on ‘Psychodynamic Psychotherapy’; and we would 
also be very open to suggestions for several other possible Special Issues: ‘Psychotherapy & Psycho-
sis’; ‘Gestalt Psychotherapy’; ‘Psychotherapy & Psychoanalysis Today’; ‘Different Techniques in Psy-
chotherapy’; ‘Psychotherapy with Children’; ‘Psychotherapy for Trauma’; etc., as well as (something 
like) ‘Psychotherapy in Africa’ or ‘Psychotherapy in India’, or ‘… in China’. Any of these possibilities 
would just need a suitable group to come together and commit to such a Special Issue and contact 
us about two years in advance of any possible publication.  

We usually try to combine the publication of these Special Issues with the timing of an international 
conference that is being held on the topic: this is so that we can usually arrange to sell some extra 
copies of the Journal to the conference organisers. This conjunction is designed to be a ‘win-win’ sit-
uation. 

International Journal of Psychotherapy: Psychodrama: June 2017, Vol. 21, No. 2, pp. 4-6: ISSN 1356-9082 
© Author and European Association of Psychotherapy (IJP): Reprints and permissions: www.ijp.org.uk 
Submitted Nov, 2016; peer-reviewed twice; Finalised March, 2017. 

http://www.ijp.org.uk/
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GUEST Editorial  

Michael Wieser, Judith Teszáry, Nikos Takis, Diane Ad-

derley  

EUROPEAN PSYCHODRAMA:  

FEPTO’s 25th Annual Meeting, June 2017 

This International Journal of Psychotherapy (IJP) ‘FEPTO-25 Special Issue on Psychodrama 
Psychotherapy’ has two broad purposes. Firstly, we wish to celebrate, with our FEPTO col-
leagues (Federation of European Psychodrama Training Organisations), some of our 
achievements in the fields of practice, training and research over this last quarter century. 
Secondly, we hope the subject will be of interest to our colleagues in the wider world of IJP 
readers, across the many modalities of European psychotherapy, who may or may not have 
knowledge of our particular modality, or of what psychodramatists actually do.  

Our organization began in 1993 as ISCOPE (International Study and Co-ordination of Psy-
chodrama Education), renamed ESCOPE in the following year to indicate the focus on Euro-
pean psychodrama specifically. Finally, in 1996, FEPTO was legally constituted. 25 years af-
ter our very first meeting, we will celebrate in Sigtuna, Sweden, where our initial gathering 
took place. To briefly introduce ourselves, the psychodramatists who form this guest edito-
rial team, we are:  

Michael Wieser (Austria): Mag. Dr. phil., assistant professor; psychologist, psychodrama 
educator and psychotherapist. FEPTO representative for http://psychodrama-austria.at/ be-
ginning in 2000. Michael has held many roles within FEPTO including serving two terms as 
a council member and chair of the Research Committee. He is a member of the board of di-
rectors of  the International Association of Group Psychotherapy and Group Processes and 
sits on many psychodrama journal editorial boards. Michael maintains the international 
bibliography of psychodrama (www.zotero.org/psychodrama/items) and holds the Zerka T. 
Moreno Award (www.asgpp.org/pdf/Award Recipients.pdf).  

International Journal of Psychotherapy: Psychodrama: June 2017, Vol. 21, No. 2, pp. 4-6: ISSN 1356-9082 
© Author and European Association of Psychotherapy (IJP): Reprints and permissions: www.ijp.org.uk 
Submitted Nov, 2016; peer-reviewed twice; Finalised March, 2017. 

http://www.ijp.org.uk/
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Judith Teszáry (Sweden): founder member and past president of FEPTO. Currently she is a 
council member and chair of the Ethics Committee. Founder and editor of the Swedish Psy-
chodrama Journal for 26 years and chair of the Swedish Association of Psychodramatists, 
who are organizing this year’s 25th annual meeting. She has been a FEPTO representative in 
EAP.  

Nikos Takis (Greece): a member of the FEPTO Council and chair of the Annual Meeting 
Committee. Group Analyst and Psychodrama Trainer at the Endohora Institute, Athens.  

Diane Adderley (UK): psychodramatist and Senior Sociodrama Trainer, former editor of 
‘TELE-tronic’, the British Psychodrama Association’s bi-monthly newsletter and co-editor of 
the book, Sociodrama in a Changing World (2011: www.lulu.com).  

We have gathered articles detailing some of the specific recent and current applications of 
the psychodrama method, from clinical work to research, theory to practice, including those 
applications which creatively combine the method of psychodrama with other theoretical 
models. Our writers are not only practitioners but also scientists and researchers in their 
own right. We thank them all for their contributions, as well as the peer reviewers who have 
helped in the selection and development of the articles.  

We begin with Marcia Karp (originally from the USA, now based in the London), who was 
herself trained by Dr. J.L. Moreno and his wife Zerka Toeman Moreno. Marcia established a 
long-running training school in the United Kingdom (Holwell) and is a founding member of 
FEPTO. Her article, ‘An Introduction to Psychodrama’, will be of particular interest to read-
ers who are new to Morenian methods, as it explains the core terms and concepts.  

Nikos Takis and Zinovia Vassiliadi (Greece) then lead us into an exploration and integra-
tion of the theories of catharsis by Freud and Moreno, using a protagonist’s drama as their 
example.  

Leni Verhofstadt-Denève (Belgium) gives us variants of Simultaneous-Action-
ObserverStrategies against the background of the Phenomenological-Dialectical Personality 
Model, used to resolve conflictual interpersonal relationships. This is a big contribution to 
theory development. Verhofstadt-Denève is a member of the Dutch Royal Academy.  

Maurizio Gasseau, past vice-president of FEPTO, and Leandra Perotta, past president of 
FEPTO (both from Italy), share with us the method of Jungian psychodrama, which uses a 
narrator as part of the group process. The narrator’s responsibility is to give a voice to the 
collective unconscious of the group. This is one example of the many ways in which psycho-
drama has been integrated with other theoretical models.  

Galabina Tarashoeva, Petra Marinova-Djambazova and Hristo Kojuharov (all from 
Bulgaria) detail their research results into the Effectiveness of Psychodrama Therapy in Pa-
tients with Panic Disorders. It is hoped that this will help to persuade health administra-
tions of the efficacy of the method with this client group. Tarashoeva is a founding member 
of FEPTO.  
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Hannes Krall (Austria), the current president of FEPTO, gives us, firstly, an overview of the 
research FEPTO members are undertaking, both of projects which are in the planning stag-
es and those that have been more fully realized. The second part of his article gives the re-
sults of a survey of psychodrama trainers, practitioners and trainees from across Europe 
about experience of and interest in research.  

Judith Teszáry (Sweden) writes about her experience of directing two long-term psycho-
drama groups over several years in a research project undertaken with the Karolinska Insti-
tute in Stockholm. The patients exhibited long-term psychosomatic disorders. Chronic 
symptoms showed slow partial recovery.  Teszáry presents two brief case studies from her 
work with this particular client group.  

Stephan Flegelskamp (FEPTO Secretary) and Agnes Dudler (a previous FEPTO council 
member) are both from Germany. Using the German approach to working with children, 
they have trained staff in Gaza to use psychodrama in their ongoing work with a young trau-
matized population. Playing symbolic roles helps to bring the participants to a place of ref-
uge.  

The last article is by René Marineau, Canadian biographer of J. L. Moreno, who writes of 
the efforts of himself and of the Moreno Museum Association towards establishing a centre 
in Bad Vöslau, near Vienna, where Moreno lived for six years in his early years of experi-
mentation. 

The latest book on psychodrama is also reviewed here, which we hope will be translated in-
to English in 2018. A short book list is included for those who wish to read more widely.  

We would like to thank all our authors and reviewers for their contributions. In response to 
our call for papers, we received many more articles than it was possible to print here; we 
thank these contributors as well and are hoping to take those pieces forward to publication 
in the future. Finally, we wish to thank the IJP editor Courtenay Young, together with his 
staff, and Celia Scanlan as EAP past president to produce this Special Edition and for the 
help we have been given throughout the process.  

Now, we proudly present this Special Issue on Psychodrama Psychotherapy for the interest 
of all IJP readers, and beyond.  

 

Celia Scanlan: Past President EAP; Previous FEPTO Rep. to EAP  

IJP Special Issue on Psychodrama Psychotherapy 

I am delighted to be writing this introduction to the FEPTO-25 IJP Special Issue on Psycho-
drama Psychotherapy, as I come to the end of my term as the President of EAP (2015-17). 
This edition has been prepared to coincide with the 25th anniversary of FEPTO, which will 
be celebrated in June in Sigtuna, Sweden. So, congratulations to my fellow psychodramatists 
at FEPTO for taking on this joint project. I joined FEPTO with my Institute in 2003. 2006 
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saw me become the British Psychodrama Association delegate to FEPTO. In 2008, I was ap-
pointed as the FEPTO delegate to EAP. I have always been energized and inspired when 
working with other modalities. Indeed, back in the 1980s, as a fledgling psychotherapist, I 
worked in a mixed modality team. It has been important to me to collaborate on establish-
ing training standards across borders. We strive at EAP to have psychotherapy recognized as 
an independent profession, and yet I often think we do not know enough about each other’s 
ways of working. The decision by the IJP team to produce a series of “Special Editions” is, I 
believe, an excellent step towards that mutual understanding. So, I am grateful to both the 
IJP and to the FEPTO-25 editorial team, who have worked hard to bring together a cornuco-
pia of creative psychotherapy with contributions from across Europe. I know the guest edi-
tors and the authors will introduce each piece to you in more detail, but I’d like to just say … 
“Enjoy!” 

  

We are pleased to inform you that the IJP’s  special edition  

on Psychodrama is available to buy for 20 € + shipping costs.  

 

 

FEPTO bank account number.: 
FORTIS BANQUE, Montagne 
du Parc 3, B-1000 Brussels 
Code Swift: GEBABE BB 
Transfer to FEPTO 
Account no: 001-3573240-30 
IBAN: BE15 0013 5732 4030 

For ordering, please contact:                             
Judith 
Teszary, jteszary@gmail.com 

mailto:jteszary@gmail.com
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Training Committee Meeting Report  

Sigtuna and 25 years of FEPTO inspired the participants in the 

training committee meeting: 

Anna Chesner (United Kingdom) 

Mai Antonsen (Norway) 

Per Henriksson (Sweden) 

Pille Isat (Estonia) 

Elena Lopukhina (Russia) 

Svetlana Nikolkova (Bulgaria) 

Monica Westberg (Sweden) 

Reijo Kauppila (Finland, chair of training committee) 

We discussed and collected these topics and themes which inspired us and are essential for the future of 

psychodrama training: 

Training programs: To collect and compare training programs of FEPTO member institutes. One aim might be 

to make it easier for students to change institutes. 

Sociatry and sociodrama: To emphasize these in training programs and compentence 

Shorter trainings / supervision: To co-create shorter trainings for 

Teachers 

Social workers 

Other professionals 

Psychodrama professionals 

Training for psychodrama trainers: To create standards and content for FEPTO 

Students: How to draw in younger students and in small institutes 

Media: How to use modern media in training. 

We had a vivid and energizing meeting, and decided to continue with these themes in next Training Committee 

meeting on November 17-19, 2017, in Stuttgart, Germany. Thank you a lot! 

You are warmly welcome to join our committee in the virtual world and the face-to-face meeting in Stuttgart. 

Send me an email and ask more: 

Reijo Kauppila 
Chair of Training Committee 
training@fepto.com 
 

mailto:training@fepto.com
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Ethics Committee Meeting Report 

 

Meeting held in Sigtuna June 22nd 2017 

Present: Judith Teszáry (Sweden), Arsaluys Kayir (Turkey), Luciano Moura (Portugal), Peter John Schou-
ten (The Netherlands), Lillian Crevo( Norway), Dana Dragoteanu (Romania), Anjela Hristoforova 
(Bulgaria). 

Further members: Leandra Perotta, Maurizio Gasseau 

We used the time to present ourselves and talk about our experiences and activities concerning ethical 
questions. It turned out that all members in this committee have a long experience in dealing with ethi-
cal questions in their home countries. 

It was really inspiring to hear and I had a feeling that we can do  good work together. 

I presented what the former committee had achieved so far. To warm up to our task we decided to bring 
ethical cases and discuss them.  

As a first step, in order to create a Code of Ethics and Code of Practice for FEPTO institutes we need to 
collect the existing codes from the member institutes/accrediting organizations. In the next phase we 
need to have a personal meeting where we can start to formulate the codes. 

 

Judith Teszáry 
Chair of the Ethics Committee 
jteszary@gmail.com 
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Annual Meeting Committee Meeting Report  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The committee had a meeting in Sigtuna. I was a member of LOC for the AM meeting in Sigtuna, 

which gave me a new experience in organizing .  Katerina Ilieva was the representative member of 

LOC for the next AM in Bulgaria. We agreed to keep in touch for future arrangements. We are both 

members of the board which will facilitate the contact.  The AM meeting this year had a discussion 

regarding the finances and the sharing between the LOC and FEPTO which will be presented in the 

notes from the annual meeting in the newspaper. I am aware of the challenges the AM will be con-

sidering, the responsibility for the venue and economical frames. Also, the cooperation in the LOC 

may be an issue.  

Kerstin Jurdell 
Chair of the Annual Meeting Committee 
membership@fepto.com 

mailto:membership@fepto.com
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SMALL GROUPS work 

 

 

Dear colleagues and friends, 

As usual, at the last AM, there was time to 

continue working in small groups. 

Unfortunately, as we were engaged in the pro-

cess of distributing the roles of the council 

members, we were not able to attend the 

presentations. 

As we truly believe in the potential of the work 

we are doing in the small groups, not only on 

general training topics; but also on specific 

topics and questions of the development of 

FEPTO we tried our best to reach some of the 

results. 

Thanks to Sabine Kern and Milena Mutaf-

chieva who videotaped some presentations, 

and thanks to the few people that send us 

small reports, we were able to acknowledge 

some of the outcomes. 

Mainly, these are the topics: 

Psychodrama as naturally present in the world, 

inspiring people to grow and connect 

The need to invest and increase PD research as 

a way to make it stronger 

What is the core of PD?  what are the specifici-

ties of classic PD and what distinguishes it 

from other modalities? 

Presentation of the Outcomes  
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SMALL GROUP outcomes 

How can we connect with other approaches 

without losing our identity. 

The potential of PD when co-working with 

others (group analytic psychotherapy; gestalt, 

psychodynamics,  narrative approaches, …) 

Special needs when working in collective trau-

ma and the importance of including Sociodra-

ma in collective trauma in the minimum 

standard on the curriculum. 

Networking: How to make it clearer and easi-

er. What groups already exist? what’s the best 

way to support them? what is the difference 

between a networking group and a commit-

tee? Who can be a member and who can be a 

guest of a networking group and what does it 

mean? what about money? 

Finally, we would like to encourage you to 

send more conclusions and suggestions about 

how to carry on this work, so we can take 

more advantage of it for the development of 

FEPTO. 

Ana Cruz 
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The event took place in Sigtuna, situated by Mälaren, one of the biggest lakes in Sweden, just before Mid-
summer. The venue was in a folk high school where the students had vacation and the conference partici-
pants were the only residents. 

The idea from us as organizers was to create and explore how morenian philosophy and ethics can inspire 
the challenges society has today, with a growing mistrust for politicians and an increasing resistance for 
refugees and people seen as foreigners in Europe. We wanted to explore in theory and action his idea 
about inclusion, that is I and You as a model of encounter between people and the democratic and non- 
authoritarian choices in sociometry as a political model for action and change. This philosophy implies 
we have less control and exposes ourselves to a kind of risk-taking not knowing the consequences of our 
choices. We also wanted to present a similar thinker, Hannah Arendt, more known in the philosophical 
field than Moreno.  

The conference gathered around 100 participants from Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Russia, Esto-
nia, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Greece, The Netherlands, Italy, Turkey, Portugal, Austria, Bulgaria, 
Macedonia, Serbia, Poland, and Ukraine. A fantastic number of people for Sweden who has a very little 
psychodrama going on in our country now-a-days!  

Friday evening Judith Teszary, the chair of Swedish Association of Psychodramatists, was welcoming all. 
After this a warm-up in action was led by Kerstin Jurdell, which had the objective to create family groups 
for psychodrama action next day. The sociometric warm-up by choosing each other on specific topics is a 

What remains from what happened ... 

REFLECTIONS AFTER FEPTO CONFERENCE 

Compass and compassion—On Morenian ethics and philosophy 

Sigtuna 2017 , Sweden  
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way to make people to know other participants and to be able to choose who 
they want to work with next day. It is an important part of Moreno´s philoso-
phy! The group was instructed to walk around in the room and choose another 
person whose clothes they liked by putting an arm on that person. They gave a 
motivation to the choice to each other. Some choices were heard aloud. More 
criteria’s for choosing each other were explored and finally the group was in-
structed to stand in a line with the criteria how tall 

you are. The shortest in the beginning of the line (which became a circle) and 
the tallest in the other end. The atmosphere slowly grow to be warmer and 
laughter were heard. Finally, the choice was to find another person and sit 
down and talk about the expectations for the conference and present yourself. 
Then form a cluster with another pair and finally find another group of four so 
the family group became eight members. People seemed to be satisfied with 
the evening when they left. As a leader I know meeting new people and people you haven´t seen for a 
while often starts anxiety. How will I be met? Will they accept me? How do I avoid a person without 
showing it? Or maybe it is like a party where I am feeling like a star? I am swimming in the feeling of love 

and interest… . The building of the group’s relationships is a cornerstone in 
the democratic idea by Moreno´s philosophy.  

Next day Dr Monica Zuretti gave a lecture about the philosophy of Moreno 
with facilitator Börge Kristoffersson. She writes it is the philosophy of the mo-
ment or of the here and now of the eternal Creation. The core of psychodra-
ma, Encounter and role reversal takes place within a locus, inside a matrix and 
the space time for action, the status nascendi, where the new may be born. 

She says Psychodrama---is life itself. Moreno´s idea about encounter has a 
spiritual moment and his influences came from Hasidic philosophy. 

Zuretti directed a sociopsychodrama to show these ideas with Börge as a pro-
tagonist. Critique from a participant was given to personal work in a large 
group. The critique was about integrity which became evident when a partici-
pant was filming the scene with her handy. A discussion took place which 
made it clear that Börge was not against being exposed but did not want to be 
officially shown in internet. Others got very touched to see the fight many of us have in growing and 
meeting life with its struggles which emphasized the living process psychodrama´s philosophy is about. 
The scenes are improvised and not rehearsed.  

The afternoon small group work took place in two sessions/3 hours/. We had 
presented the idea that a senior psychodramatist and a junior psychodrama-
tist could be the leaders in these groups. The choices of the leaders were left 
to the group as a part of Moreno´s non-authoritarian philosophy. This proba-
bly influenced the group work where some worked very well and others less. 
The evening all gathered under the direction of Monica to process what had 

What remains from what happened ... 
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happened in the small groups. Some voices were heard later that the large group could have been ex-
plored further what had taken place in the small groups.  

The last day on the conference started with two presentations. First an ERASMUS project, led by the 
Hungarian Psychodrama Association, was presented by Judith Teszary 
and Kata Horvath. It is a practical example how sociodrama may be used 
for youth field workers in social work. Four countries are involved in Eu-
rope and a training takes place both at the work place and internal in 
weekly training groups led by experienced psychodrama trainers. 

Next presentation was the philosophy by Hannah Arendt. Unfortunately, 
the lecturer got ill and could not be present. Instead Kerstin Jurdell gave 
a lecture about the similarities in Arendt´s view on action and political 

change with Moreno and his idea about spontaneity. Arendt´s idea is that action is unpredictable, risk 
taking and the only way meaning in our life is given. It is not action when the activity is labour work 
which corresponds to the biological processes and necessities of human existence. The activity work is 
the fabrication of an artificial world of things, relative independence from the individual actors and acts 
and represents only a certain freedom as well as a certain predictability. A house which is built must not 
fall apart as an example. 

In the afternoon different workshops took place. Role reversal with nature 
led by Jana Damjanov, The countries bring their youth in a sociodrama 
workshop led by Manuela Maciel and Sofia Sofia Symeonidou, One day in 
the house of encounter led by Galabina Tarashoeva, The moral atom-
exploring etchics in action led by Ionna Psalti, Moreno´s genetic matrix-
what psychodrama can teach us about relations between DNA structure and 
our roles in life led by Guilia Carignani, Exploring the power of choice led by 
Jacomien Ilbrink de Visser and She who must not be named is back---to business led by Andrei Yegorov.  

People were satisfied with the workshops. I was myself in the group Role reversal with nature, where we 
worked outside and every one had a small vignette in the role of something in nature which I found 
amazing and touching. I was myself water.  

Finally, we closed the conference and thanked everyone for their contribution.  

 

Kerstin Jurdell 

MA, TEP; Member of LOC, Board member FEPTO 

What remains from what happened ... 
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Regarding the VOICES questionnaire, which aimed at the evaluation of the Annual meeting of Sigtuna 

by its participants, it was completed this year by 47 members of our community, almost as many as the 

previous year. You can find the results of the VOICES from the AM on the following graphs: 

Q1: Overall, I am very satisfied with this Annual Meeting 

      (mean=4,28, SD=0,71, n=46) 

 

The overall perception is that the meeting was deemed as a positive experience, as represented on this 

graph, (mean 4,28 out of 5). 42 out of the 4 participants were satisfied with the Annual Meeting. 

Q2: I liked the content and the structure of the program  

          (mean=4,1, SD=0,67, n=45)  
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As you can also see on the above graph, the clear majority of our fellow colleagues positively appraised 

the content and the structure of the program of the Annual Meeting (Mean=4,1 out of 5).  

What did you like in particular?  
Comments: 

The work in the small groups, the collective work  and the presentation of their work 
The reflection in the large group, the discussion and the atmosphere of respect 
The mixture of large and small group 
The venue 
Midsummer Party and Playback Theatre 
Commemoration of Zerka Moreno 
The choices for the FEPTO awards 
The excursion to Stockholm and the social events 
The Welcoming of the new members 

 
What could be improved? 
Organise dancing and disco professionally 
Work in small group/award procedure/ Zerka commemoration 
To feel welcome, Hospitality  
To increase the General Assembly time 
Improve the Ceremony of transition between new and old council 
More connection between friends and colleagues is needed and to work in community (all together) 
The discussion in large group, the venue and the organization 

 

Q3: The Information before and during the meeting was sufficient, adequately 

and timely disseminated 

 (mean=3,69, SD=0,61, n=47)  

 

The results in this question showed that the FEPTO community considers that all relevant information 
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regarding the Annual Meeting was announced on time and properly. However, some colleagues voiced 

that they would like to be warmed up earlier to each year’s annual meeting. One colleague proposed 

that the preparation/ warm up to the AM should begin in September of the previous year. 

Comment: the warming up for the meeting can begin in September or at least 6 months ahead. It  builds up the appetite 
and also the feeling of doing it together 

 

Q4: I developed additional professional and/or training skills by attending this 

Annual Meeting 

  (mean=3,59, SD=0,59, n=46)  

 

In this item, it seemed that even though many colleagues enjoyed their participation in the small 

groups and the AM’s activities they did not feel that they gained much or practiced any new skills. 

Comments: 
The work in small groups needs to change. 
I invest more in organizational level/not in personal 
We had a very effective and professional small group work! 
New ideas/approaches should be included 
My overall impression is that it was all not very well organized but it worked. The small groups were hard work and 1,5 

hrs at the time was too short. To have a small group after the GA was too much 
Although I didn´t acquire new skills. I got some interesting insights on group dynamics. I got inspired by the whole 

meeting 
Handling a large group  
 Small tips from colleagues in small groups work 
Sociodrama on collective trauma  

Q5: I am satisfied with the General Assembly 
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        (mean=4,22, SD=0,70, n=46) 

 

It is obvious from the graph that most of our members positively appraised the General Assembly. 

However, there were some interesting comments that need to be considered. In general, it is reflected 

that the community needs more vivid procedures, that will more actively involve the members. 

Comments:  
Too little time for discussions 
Long boring lectures/I would like to see a more vivid and psychodramatic way of work 
Sometimes too much time for minor issues/I would recommend that things that are mentioned during open space will 

be proactively addressed at the beginning of the meeting. I don´t want to sit through hearing the same argu-
ments/issues over and over again 

Use sociometry for decision making-have people get out of their chairs 
New constitution and a special voting procedure has to be implemented, and change the years from 2 to 3 for voting a 

new council 
It is a very tiring process 
We need to transform the FEPTO constitution with group work that will involve membership council and founding 

members 

 

 

Q6: The presentation and voting process of new member institutes/ organiza-

tions was adequately carried out 

(mean=4,45, SD=0,74, n=46) 
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This graph illustrates that, according to our entire community, the process carried out regarding the 

presentation and voting on new institutes was very positive. 

Q7: What could have been done differently? 
 

Regarding the Structure: 
Working on FEPTO topics in small groups, with clear structure and goals 
More space and time for committee work is needed 
The time of the lecture should change 
The program should be looser, less busy 
The AM should move to weekends, not on week days 
More clarity is needed 

 
Regarding the Warm up: 
Focus more on connecting people, with more possibilities to encounter new members 
We need a more interpersonal warm-up 
There was a bit of a one-sided focus on the past, less on the future 

 
Regarding the content: 
Social dreaming matrix should be scheduled for the last day 
More time for committees is needed, they should be more respected as they feed the work for the year 
The lecture was interesting in content but it was read behind a computer screen. It was such a pity it was not more 

interactive 
 

Regarding other areas: 
Voting procedure is obsolete. For voting, it would help to use an electronic system 
Better choice of restaurant in Stockholm 

 

Q8: Be creative. Topic or subject for next meeting 
To have sociodrama and psychodrama in the FEPTO minimum standard curriculum 
How to get students to small institutes, task oriented approaches 
“Healing”, trauma and sociodrama, more about trauma in training institutes 

To make our small group a networkgroup/ 
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Development of FEPTO, FEPTO conference more attractive 
Conflict in large groups and large group work 
Sociodrama, Sociodrama in communities with problems  -refugees- 
Who shall survive 
How we are the same? How we are different? Explore diversity. 
Use more active the knowledge & participation of members:  
a) board comes up with concrete themes/questions  
b) members prepare a concrete advice in subgroups and bring their advice back in plenum c) discussion in whole 

group in a sociometric way 
10. Training issues/key differences 
11. Future of psychodrama according to –political-societal-therapeutic evaluation. New practices 
12. Moving towards interdependence: PD identities and integration with other approaches 
 

Q9: Other comments 
How PD can prevent PTSD 
Committee meeting should be earlier not on the last day 
Conference-more workshop slots 
Difficult to rush from conference to AM 
I would prefer not such self-centred meetings 
Thanks for the huge work that was done by the LOC!!!(before and during the meeting) 
Thanks a lot 
Hidden conflicts should be discussed openly and show how conflicts can be solved 

 
 

Thank you for all the work. I loved the warming up this year/ Everything was good 
 
 

Kerstin Jurdell 
Nikos Takis 



 

What remains from what happened ... 
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Leaving Multicultural Traces 

Vedran Korušić 
 

Every year for the past eight years there is a unique 
gathering of psychodrama trainers, therapists and 
trainees, joined with academic students and people 
interested in group work and social interaction. This 4
-day event is called the International Spring Academy 
(ISA). This short and simplistic title is often continued 
with a more complex one - Transcultural and 
Transgenerational studies in groups with Sociodrama 

and Psychodrama. To make this long title story short, the main aim of ISA is encounter and learn-
ing; the exchange between people of different nations and cultural backgrounds. By working togeth-
er in a small and large group setting and by exploring their personal and social topics through the 
methods of Psychodrama and Sociodrama , participants learn about interconnectedness, personal 
and social change, their similarities and differences, diverse cultures, nations and history (this is 
where the Trans generational part of the title comes in). 

Somehow synchronically, for the last 7 years ISA is organized in the small city of Novigrad 
(Cittanova) located on the Adriatic coast in Istria 
(Croatia). Novigrad was founded on the grounds of 
several villages that are known to have existed on this 
same land in the past. Evidence of prehistoric human 
settlements exists in the environs of Novigrad, while 
the remains of countryside villas found in the immedi-
ate vicinity of Novigrad’ s old town date back to Ro-
man times. The various masters Novigrad had had 
throughout its history - Byzantines, Franks, Slavs, Ger-
mans, Venetians, Austro-Hungarians, Italians, Croa-
tians - all left their traces here. These traces can be 
found on each and every step in the streets and 
squares of Novigrad, in its rich cultural and historical 
heritage. 

 ISA   International  Spring Academy  
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Similar to Novigrad’s rich heritage, throughout these years 
ISA is a place where people from many nations and cultures 
encounter each other, leaving traces of their personal histo-
ry. We had participants from Austria, Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Croatia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Israel, 
Italy, Romania, Slovenia, Serbia, Turkey, UK… 

This year we had 26 participants from Austria, Albania, Italy, 
Germany, Slovenia and Croatia. Trainers this year were Jutta 
Furst and Hannes Krall from Austria, Vladimir Milošević 
from Serbia and Vedran Korušić from Croatia.  

What was special about this year’s group was that most participants of ISA had very little or no expe-
rience in psychodrama. At first it seemed that it was going to be a challenge for trainers and leaders 
in the small and the large group ,but it turned out differently. 

One of the best learning experience ISA has to offer is the experience of building and participating in 
an multicultural large and small group and at the same time observing this process.   

Being mostly on the same level of experience, participants had an equal starting point and that gave 
them permission and freedom to talk, discuss and become spontaneously 
and creatively involved in the group process in a way that perhaps would 
not be possible if the group members were more experienced trainees or 
therapists. By observing the process, especially in the large group, I was 
amazed at how this large group of people from different nations and cul-
tural backgrounds that did not know each other and had very little expe-
rience in Psychodrama and Sociodrama transformed in an large group 
with high spontaneity and creativity.  

As an organizer of this event for the past seven years, I must say that each 
year is different in terms of the number of trainers, participants, nations 
involved, themes, insights and learning that comes out distilled from this 
multicultural collaboration. And what brings a smile to my face is that 
people come back for more - some of them were here for their second, 
third or fourth time.  

Or maybe it is because of the hotel and great food? 

Next year ISA will be from 24-27 May 2018 in Novigrad 

Vedran Korušić 
Center for Psychodrama, Croatia 

What remains from what happened ... 
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What remains from what happened ... 

The first 5-day Summer Academy "Psychodrama with Children" has 
successfully taken place in Bulgaria. 17 participants from 8 countries 
played together as children, laughed to their heart’s content, made new 
friends, and got to know and try out new and exciting methods for psy-
chodramatic work with children. 

Idiosyncratic animals lived in magic and were tended to, rain dancers 
were discovered on an unknown island, treasure was found in a pyra-
mid, forest fires in Australia were extinguished, and so much more. 

In play, participants from Egypt, Estonia, Norway, Hungary, Switzer-
land, Bulgaria, Turkey, Germany and Russia were introduced to psycho-
dramatic group therapy and individual work with children and to top it 

off also received a large dose of self-experience. Educational work with large school classes was also 
demonstrated. 

The hotel was located close to Sofia on the 
beautiful Iskar Dam. The site’s atmosphere 
made everyone predisposed to swim and 
relax, even on the lunch break. 

In the end, three children (participants) 
could play out their childhood heroes. 
Kalle Blomquist caught the thief with his 
friends, Obelix defended the druids and 
defeated the Romans after an impressive 
fight, and an up to that moment, com-
pletely unknown team of Russian acrobats, 
won the gold medal in rhythmic gymnastics against last year’s winners. 

Group feedback: Joy was had and friends were made this week. 

One participant posted on Facebook: “This week was a real treasure!” 

Summer academy 2017 

Psychodrama Therapy with Children 

21-25.08.2017 
 

Europe needs an encounter and 

of course psychodrama 

Playfully making friends ...and 
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Participants: Chantal NEVE HANQUET and Pascal GRAULUS (Belgium), Luciano MOURA 
(Portugal) , Rayna VETZOVA and Inna Braneva (Bulgaria), and Colette ESMENJAUD (France) 

The group was suggested by Chantal Neve Hanquet during the FEPTO Annual Meeting in Marathon, 
Greece in 2016 and was held in Chantal’s house, in Belgium at the aforementioned dates. 

It was a nice encounter. The warmth of Chantal’s reception in this house with the big windows, the 
nice woods and the sunshine have definitely rendered this meeting a very nice experience. She 
thought of every little detail, so that everyone could feel well accepted and understood. The concern 
about the meals, the warmth in the fireplace at night enabled us to open up to each other and quick-
ly construct a well functioning group. 

 To speak, to be heard, to look and be looked at, to play: we have explored the rules of the function-
ing of this group and we have experimented on that. First, met each other through a game of cards, 
in a playful and symbolic way and we presented ourselves this way. We had an encounter with some 
autodrama plays, where  we showed how psychodrama had discovered each one of us. We also had 
three different protagonist centered psychodramas: the first act was based on a concrete recent situ-
ation, the second act was based on symbolic roles and social representations and the third was en-
acted with the use of music and psycho-dance.  

Each one of these acts allowed us to have a particular experience: personal, through the reenacted of 
situations and the sharing, and didactic, through watching the different styles of group leading by 
the three different directors. 

So, we played, laughed, talked and showed emotions. We contemplated, worked and developed our 
project of transmitting psychodrama and our history with it: its institutions, its techniques and its 
soul. To be continued… 

We decided to have our next meeting on 16-18 June 
of 2018. 

We will be very happy if you can join us! 

Colette Esmenjaud 

What remains from what happened ... 

French speaking group report 

First meeting—29, 30 of April and 1st of May 2017 
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THE TREE OF LIFE: TRADITION AND RENEWAL 

in Pravets, Bulgaria  

13th FEPTO Conference 

We Are Pleased to Invite You to 

11th-13th of May 

26th FEPTO Annual Meeting 

and 

13th-17th of May 
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This FEPTO Conference will be devoted to growth and change, based on the power and 

energy of historical roots.   

The Conference will take place in Pravetz, a small town in a beautiful cavin.  There are 

traces of human settlement at this location, dating back approximately 2000 years BCE 

(Before the Common Era). The name of the town means “straight road”. Pravetz has a 

number of occupational levels that have developed through the centuries, and we hope 

that the spirit of upgrading changes combined with stability will have a magic impact 

on our mission and show us the “right way”. 

The Conference will take place from Friday (11th) 16.00 till Sunday (13th )15.00. 

THE TREE OF LIFE: TRADITION AND RENEWAL 
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PRESENTATION OF THE TOPIC 

According to Moreno, the human being is not only a case of psychodynamics and sociodynamics. 
There is a larger world beyond this understanding, which is defined by 
Moreno as “cosmodynamics”. Man is a cosmic man. 
The tree of life is a cosmic symbol. It is a universal symbol , existing in 
different continents, nations and religions. It is a tree of wisdom, axis 
mundi. Its roots are strongly connected to the feeding power of the 
ground. Its branches are in touch with the spirituality of the sky. We 
are inviting you to come together under its branches and get into the 
spirit of unitedness to the roots and variability of the branches. 
We are living in unpredictable and chaotic times. We feel the upcom-

ing changes in the air. How do we experience the messages of time, 

what do we feel?  Are we scared, embarrassed, energized, activated, 

angry, sorry, aggressive or creative? Shall we use our spontaneity in the 

way of constructive adaptiveness, being flexible enough for the neces-

sary changes without loosing a connection with the roots of stability? 

As Moreno says,  “It is, therefore, through man’s faith in the infinite creativity of cosmos, that what he 

embodies in a psychodramatic world may one day actually become true.” 

Nowadays, it seems important to be careful and conscious of changes  which are happening to the psy-

chodramatic method. On the one hand, psychodrama is opened to the advantages of other psychologi-

cal approaches. We can see a rich experience of combinations of  the psychodramatic school with ana-

lytical, behavioral and other methods. On another hand, psychodrama is becoming enriched and re-

newed through adapting to certain social groups. In any case ,the survival of the psychodramatic 

method depends on keeping in touch with our roots, the Morenian understanding of cosmos, true en-

counter amongst people, role reversal not only on the psychodramatic stage, but also in our minds, 

spontaneity, creativity and a presence of the future in us.  

 The tree of life, connecting  past and future, unconscious, conscious and spiritual, roots and branch    

 es will give us recourses for the identity of the psychodramatic community. The tree of life, in      

   our way, will give its input for the safety of the world. 
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General Information 

PRAVETS (Bulgarian: Правец)  

is a small town in central western BULGARIA with a pop-
ulation of 4,500 people. It is located approximately 50 km 
from the capital of Sofia and 40 min from the airport.  

For the participants in the FEPTO Conference there will 
be organized transportation from the Sofia airport. 

The history and name of Pravets (=straight road) are 
closely related to the surrounding mountain passes. 

Тwo roads of strategic importance passed through the 
territory of the small village. The population of the 
entire village near some important pass was involved 
and responsible for guarding these roads, bridges, 
fords or mountain passes. They were assigned a spe-
cial status in exchange for tax exemptions. This gave 
a privileged position to the inhabitants of the village 
during difficult historic times. 

On the threshold of the 80’s Pravets became known 
as the home town of the first microprocessor factory 
in Bulgaria and the first personal computers were 
also named Pravets. This made a major impact on 

the economic and cultural development of the city. 

Among the Bulgarians the town is known as the birthplace of Bulgaria's longtime (35 years) com-
munist President Todor Zhivkov. 

Today, the town is most famous for its schools. A Computers and technology systems high school 
which prepare students for the Technical University in Sofia, and allows for direct admission to the 
University for its top students. A language high school which prepares many students who contin-
ue their undergraduate education in Bulgaria, England, the USA, Germany, and France. And an 
International business school offers campus education and online education there. During the 
school year, the town is filled with students from different towns and villages. 
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THE VENUE 

The hotel provides a quiet and cozy atmosphere for relaxation or work. RIU Pravets Resort offers 

its guests breathtaking views of the lake and the golf course, as well as the picturesque slopes of 

Stara Planina. 

It is a luxury Resort with a total of 251 units – 108 double rooms with a lake view,104 double rooms 

with a mountain view, 10 Junior suites with a lake view, an Executive floor with 13 executive studi-

os, offering all features and services to satisfy the most demanding requirements of the leisure and 

business traveler. It features a host of modern spa, swimming pools, numerous entertainments and 

sports facilities. 

 

Do you play golf? NO? 

Here You can take your first lesson  
at the Golf Academy. 
 
 
 
http://riupravets.bg/en/ 
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Psychodramatist’s compe-
tencies and new initiatives 

During this meeting we will finalize the work which began two yeas ago with respect to a psycho-
dramatist’s competencies. The other goal is connected to new initiatives formed at the Training 
Committee meeting in Sigtuna: How to concretely proceed with essential issues in psychodrama 

training. 

We will summarize and provide feedback regarding a psychodramatist’s and psychodrama psycho-
therapist’s competencies, and make the final version. The goal 
is to finish both lists of competencies, and plan the dissemina-
tion and presentations for membership. 

The other part of this meeting concentrates on new initiatives, 
which were co-created in the Training Committee meeting in 
Sigtuna last June. For example, the development of training 
programs, finding new and younger students, using new media 
in training. (*Refer to the complete training committee report 
list in this NL) 

We will start on Friday 17th, at 6 pm, and end working on Sun-
day 19th, at 1 pm. Peter Wertz-Schönhagen has kindly invited 

us to his institute Moreno Institute Stuttgart. The address of institute is: 

Moreno Institut Stuttgart 
Gebelbergstrasse 9 
70199 STUTTGART 
Contact Reijo Kauppila (chair of training committee, mobile +358 445993377) as soon as possible, 
when you want to join us in Stuttgart: training@fepto.com . 

Accommodation 
Here are three recommendations for hotels near our meeting location: 
• Hotel Ibis, Marienplatz 8-10 ( about a 12 min. walk) 
• Hotel am Feuersee, Johannesstrasse 2 ( about a 20 min.walk ) 
• IB – Gästehaus, Cottastrasse 14 ( about a 20 min. walk) 
Travelling to Stuttgart 
From Stuttgart airport, there is excellent public transportation to the center. 
Join us – get inspiration for your professional development! 
 
Reijo Kauppila 
Chair of Training Committee 

Upcoming Events 

INVITATION to FEPTO Training Committee meeting  

November 17th-19th, 2017, 
in Stuttgart, Germany 

mailto:training@fepto.com
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FEPTO Research Committee Meeting 
 

Diversity in Psychodrama Practice –  
Challenges for Process and Outcome Research  

 
5th -8th of October 2017 
Tallinn, Estonia 
 
 

Organizing Committee 
 

Ene Vinter-van Vierssen MSc,  
Dr. Dirk J. van Vierssen, & Pille Isat MSc 

Moreno Center, Tallinn, Estonia 
 

Dr. Johannes Krall  
Alpen-Adria University of Klagenfurt 

 
 

 
 

Upcoming Events 
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to the Network Group for Psychodramatists Working  

with Children and Youth  

 

 

Dear Practitioners of Psychodrama with children and youth, 

Dear FEPTO Colleagues, 

It is a pleasure to invite you to the 3rd meeting of the network group 
“Psychodrama with Children and Youth”. 
We would be delighted to welcome you in Torino, Italy from 2nd -
4th of February, 2018. 
The topic of the meeting is: 
Disorder specific Interventions in Psychodrama Therapy with 
children and youth 
This topic engages many professionals and we want to discuss different 
approaches. 
FEPTO as a Federation of European Psychodrama Institutes provides 

colleagues who are working with young people  the opportunity to exchange ideas, and 
experience mutual learning and cooperation.  
If you want to present a workshop or to discuss  ideas or a project about psychodrama with youths 
please send a proposal by 1st of January, 2018 to Stefan Flegelskamp.               
s-flegelskamp@t-online.de 
Everybody who is interested in 
psychodrama with children and youth 
and wants to share his/her interest and 
ideas is invited to take part. Please 
forward this invitation  to colleagues in 
your institutes who are involved with 
this psychodrama field.  
Furthermore, we will work on 
organizing the 4th international 
psychodrama conference with the 
support of FEPTO for colleagues who 
are working with children and youth that will be held in Budapest in 2018. 
Our local hosts will be Angela Sordano!     
angela.sordano@gmail.com 

Upcoming Events 

2nd – 4th of February 

mailto:s-flegelskamp@t-online.de
mailto:angela.sordano@gmail.com
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The network group “Psychodrama with children and youths“ will take place 
in Centro Studi Sereno Regis, in Via Garibaldi 13,Turino. 

It is a multicultural center socially active in peace promotion. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/serenoregistv 

serenoregis.org/chi-siamo/domenico-sereno-regis/ 

 

Preliminary program: 

Friday, 2nd of February: 17:00 - Registration and warm up 

Saturday, 3th of February: 9:00 - 17:00 

Sunday, 4th of February: 9:00 - 13:00  

Next steps: 

If you are going to join us, please register and book your flights. 

Register 

Send a confirmation mail to Stefan Flegelskamp (s-flegelskamp@t-online.de) that you will 
participate. 

Flight 

Book your flight as soon as possible 

Accommodation 

Please use: 

http://www.airbnb.com/    http://www.booking.com/ 

 

Looking forward to meeting you in Torino, 

Angela Sordano, Stefan Flegelskamp & Hilde Gött 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

I-st International Psychodrama Children and 
Youth Conference  

 28.09 -30.09.2018, Budapest     

 
www.dreamstime

https://www.youtube.com/user/serenoregistv
http://serenoregis.org/chi-siamo/domenico-sereno-regis/
mailto:s-flegelskamp@t-online.de
http://www.airbnb.com/
http://www.booking.com/
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e-mail: centaur_art@abv.bg , http://centaur_art.ngobg.info 

for workshop and event presenters 

AT THE SEVENTH PSYCHODRAMA FESTIVAL 

Plovdiv 
08.2.2018 – 11.2.2018 

Dear colleagues,     

THE SEVENTH PSYCHODRAMA FESTIVAL, will take place from 22nd  to 25th February 2018 in Plovdiv. 

Psychodrama-Festival - Plovdiv city is an opportunity to explore different fields of psychodrama - both in 
terms of the individuals and groups, how psychodrama works, as well as the techniques and formats used in 
psychodrama. 

Psychodrama is a universal language in which roles and experiences 
can connect people of different social and ethnic groups, different 
ages, in different states - as long as they have an interest in 
participating, even as an audience. 

This quality of psychodrama, being a connecting language, opens up 
space for work on terrain in different spaces and conditions. Through 
it we often work with marginalized groups; at risk; with children and 
teenagers; in schools, in social institutions; with people who have 
difficulty connecting in a different way: due to some form of 
discrimination or reverse segregation; due to strong internal and 
external conflicts. In the individual's main difficulty to connect with 
oneself, to "see" from within, to understand and to show tolerance to 
oneself. 

Different practices and experiences of professionals are interweaved and shared in the Psychodrama Festival, 
including those working with other methods but having a point of contact with psychodrama: art and music 
therapy, dance therapy, drama and role-play therapy, playback theatre, group and individual therapy, social 
and educational work, business and management, and others. 

 Traditionally, the Festival has no name and theme, so everyone can find their place in it to present and 
explore the issues that matter to them. 

Various Programs are available at the Festival, some of which are differentiated as such ,at the suggestion of 
the participants. In the 7th Psychodrama Festival 22-25.02.2018 these programs are: 

- Basic / Psychodrama Program 

- Mixed spaces 

Upcoming Events 
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- Psychodrama laboratory 
- Workshops for children and / or parents 
- Opening and closing sessions 
- Evening program 

PURPOSES AND AIMS OF THE FESTIVAL:  

- To provide space for meetings and presentation of professionals using the psychodrama method. 
- To widely popularize the psychodrama method and the capacity of its practical implementations in 
fields like psychotherapy, social work, art, pedagogics, human resources management, etc. 
- To provide possibilities for contacts and cooperation between the psychodrama society and other pro-
fessional societies, as well as between their different generations. 
- To popularize the ethics of desire, meeting, boundaries and psychodramatic discourse in the profession-
al work with people. 
- To provide space for research of alternative methods for group and individual work with people. 
- To provoke professional contacts on a national and international level. 

SHORT CODE OF ETHICS OF THE FESTIVAL: 

1. RESPECT. Each participant or presenter shows respect to the experiences, views and personal space of 
other participants and presenters. 
2. PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY. Each participant or presenter himself assesses his or her personal limits 
when participating in workshops and assumes responsibility for his / her decisions and actions. 
3. CONFIDENTIALITY. Each participant or presenter undertakes a confidentiality commitment regarding 
the personal experiences of other participants and presenters. 
4. TIME AND PLACE. Every participant or presenter respects the announced time and place for work-
shops and other events. 
 

WE WOULD LIKE TO INVITE CANDIDATE PRESENTERS TO SEND THEIR APPLICATIONS BEFORE 
15/11/2017 TO THE FOLLOWING E-MAIL: centaur_art@abv.bg. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND CONTACT: 

Е-mail: centaur_art@abv.bg; Phone number: +359 898 994300; http://centaur_art.ngobg.info 

Foundation "Centaur Art" 
  

 

Upcoming Events 
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TRAUMA STABILIZATION FOR REFUGEE FAMILIES 

innovation project 2017-2019 

Evidence Based Trauma Stabilization (EBTS) consists of two innovative prod-
ucts for stabilization of traumatized children among refugee, asylum seeking 

and immigrant families. The EBTS-Program is a short trauma stabilization pro-
cess for refugee, asylum seeking and immigrant families based on playing and 

psychoeducation. In the EBTS-Training psychologists, social workers, educators 
and other professionals learn to conduct the EBTS-Programme in groups of ref-

ugee families.  

This project is born in the present need of more effective working with refugee, asylum seeking and 
immigrant families. The European situation is challenging, and as professionals we should find new 

ways of supporting the integration of refugees in our society. One way to do it, is to support construc-
tive relations between children and parents and to develop resilience in the families. Most of refugee, 
asylum and immigrant families have some kind of trauma experience in their original country or on 

their way to destination country. 

The goal of the project is to create and implement an Evidence Based Trauma Stabilization (EBTS) 
training and program that will expand professional expertise of specialists who work with refugee, asy-
lum seeking and immigrant families. In training and program methods based on psychodrama and so-

ciometry are applied. 

The objectives of the project include design of EBTS-Training and EBTS-Program and impact evalua-
tion of both. The core content of the EBTS-Training will include familiarization with EBTS-Program, 

psycho-education and improving the skills for psycho hygiene and self-care. The EBTS-Program is 
based on combination between treatment of adult and child trauma simultaneously and building of 

basic skills how to deal with trauma. The EBTS-Manual for the program will be created, too. 

FEPTO is an associated partner 

As an associated partner, FEPTO has an essential role in dissemination of project’s outcomes, events 
and seminars. Actually, FEPTO was the network in which the three main partners got the idea to work 
together in this project. EBTS-Training and EBTS-Program will be implemented in Germany, Finland 

and Bulgaria. Partner organizations in this project are: 

Helsinki Psychodrama Institute / Istry Oy (coordinator, Finland): Reijo Kauppila 

Szenen Institute for Psychodrama (Germany): Stefan Flegelskamp 

Center for child development and psychological consultation Cognitiva (Bulgaria): Milena Mutafchieva 

New Bulgarian University (Bulgaria) 

SKM Köln-Sozialdienst Katholischer Männer e.V. (Germany) 

State Agency for Refugees with Council of Ministers (Bulgaria) 

European Projects  
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Finnish Family Therapy Association (Finland) 

FEPTO (Federation of European Psychodrama Training Organisations, associated partner, Belgium) 

Dissemination in web and seminars 

Project has web pages and it is in facebook, too:  
www.traumastabilization.eu  and   www.facebook.com/traumastabilization   
There will be 5 seminars, which are open to all interested psychodramatists and other professionals 
working with trauma issues. The seminars include topics like working with trauma in refugee fami-
lies, presentations of EBTS-Training and EBTS-Programme, and research of effectiveness of training 
and programme. There will be two seminars in connection of FEPTO AM 2018 in Bulgaria and FEPTO 
AM 2019 in Estonia and Finland. One seminar will be organized in Germany, and two will be webi-
nars. 
Presentations of project and its proceeding will be made in FEPTO Research Committee and Training 
Committee meetings. Next Research Committee meeting is in Tallinn, Estonia, October 5-8,2017, and 
next Training Committee meeting is in Stuttgart, Germany, November 17-19, 2017. 
For more information: 
Finland: Reijo Kauppila, Helsinki Psychodrama Institute: reijo@traumastabilization.eu  
Germany: Stefan Flegelskamp, Szenen Institute: stefan@traumastabilization.eu  
Bulgaria: Milena Mutafchieva, Cognitiva: milena@traumastabilization.eu 
 

Reijo Kauppila 
Coordinator, EBTS-project 
Helsinki Psychodrama Institute 
 

Evidence Based Trauma Stabilization (EBTS) (2017-1-FI01-KA204-034785) 

The project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication 

reflects the views only of the author(s), and the Commission accepts no responsibility for the 

contents of this publication. 

 

 

European Projects  
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ERASMUS + project: P.E.R.F.O.R.M.E.R.S. 

 
 

 

This project was presented in an earlier issue of FEPTO News 16.3, which you can find in the 
www.fepto.com archive under the newsletter tag. 
Here is a short reminder of the aim and the structure of the project. 
The project is realized in the Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership in Vocational Education and Training 
(VET) Program framework. This program of the European Commission focuses on social inclusion of 
marginalized groups of young people (young offenders, refugees, youth with migrant or with Roma 
background) and supports projects promoting the development, the sharing and the implementation 
of innovative methods for social inclusion. 
For this purpose we created a Sociodrama network with Psychodrama training institutes/
organizations from 4 countries together with 4 partners of social institutes:  

The Hungarian Psychodrama Association (MPE)  
As social partner organization: Budapest Detention Centre (EMMIBP), working with criminalized 
youngsters 

The Swedish Association of Psychodramatists (SPF) 
As partner organization: Huddingegymnasiet, a Swedish high school working with new-coming refu-
gees 

The Portuguese Society of Psychodrama (SPP) 

As partner organization: NOS, working with disabled and disadvantaged youth in marginalized 
neighbourhood of Lisbon. 

      · Centre for the Study and Applica on of Psychodrama (Thessaloniki) 

As partner organization: ARSIS a Greek NGO working with youth in the most vulnerable situations 
for example in refugee camps 

The project design is based on an integrative structure where international trainings are followed by 
local ones. The three five-days long international trainings were realized in Lisbon (January 2017), 
Thessaloniki (May, 2017) and the last one in Budapest (September, 2017). These international train-
ings similarly to their local programs in each country are based on five main topics; Trust, Belonging, 
Support, Protection and Visions. 

The aim of the project is multiple: to develop cooperation between sociodramatists in Europe; to de-
velop the methodology of sociodrama; to provide experiment-based training for youth workers; the 
use of sociodrama as supervision tool. 

European Projects  
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In order to be able to follow and understand what is happening in each specific context and to draw 
methodological edifications and conclusions, we developed a common documentation-methodology 
based on criteria used in Psychodrama process analysis. The “diary” as we call it, is a process descrip-
tion tool for the directors, which helps them describe the process by following guided questions 
about the context of the given Sociodrama session, about the sociodrama process itself (techniques 
used, decisions made, etc.), about the evolution of group dynamics, and about emerging social mean-
ings and contents.  

A very important tool as a part of blended learning is to film each and every session. The Hungarian 
project team provided the cameras and the people who filmed. These films were analysed by the team 
for learning purposes. Some of the warm ups and some sociodramas were reproduced and served as 
models in the local trainings. The diaries, the films, and the questionnaires serve also as research in-
struments for the final evaluation. 

According to our plan and if we manage to get new funding, the PERFORMERS project suppose to be 
the first phase in a more ambitious undertaking of psychodrama organizations for the development 
of a European training standard and a curriculum in Sociodrama, which could be adapted by 
psychodrama training institutes. In the new project will wish to cooperate with FEPTO as partner. 

After our staff meeting in Stockholm in December we’ll come back with our decision. 

 

Judith Teszáry 
Professional leader of the project 
Chair of the Swedish Association of Psychodramatists 
jteszary@gmail.com 
 
 

European Projects  
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FEPTO Research Committee Request from a subgroup  

 

'Morenian identity, theory and methodology' 
 
Dear colleague, 
 
As declared before, we are sending you the results of our survey concerning 4 important topics of con-
temporary psychodrama (see Questionnaire Second Step “Invitation to an Exchange” included). 
We received a few answers till now, but they are very significant and interesting. We hope that they 
will stimulate your Institute to add its contribution. 
We wait for it! 
Thank you very much for your attention. 
 
Best regards. 
Paola De Leonardis and Marco Greco 
 
Thanks to those Institutes that have already done it! 
 
 
 

 INVITATION TO  AN EXCHANGE    

 FEPTO Research Committee: Survay by the Subgroup        

Morenian identity, theory and methodology      
Paola de Leonardis, Marco Greco   

Some answers to the questionnaire  on 4 items concerning contemporary Psychodrama   

 

SECTION 1 - SPECIFICITY OF PSYCHODRAMA AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL OR EDUCATIONAL 
APPROACH  

Bircan Kırlangıç Şimşek (Abdülkadir Özbek, head of the Psychodrama Institute) – Ankara, Turkey   

1a) Which aspect of contemporary Psychodrama interests you most, please comment? I 
am mostly interested in the way psychodrama is applied to facilitate growth in society, by using 
the sources of intercultural differences. I find the application of the psychodrama theory to socie-
ties and  large groups  very important. I think that the theories of tele and role development can 

Professional readings 
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be widely used to promote peace around the World, help accept and grow from differences, whether 
it is a difference on the individual level or cultural, values, morals etc, we can learn and accept them 
through psychodrama theory and technique. The more people can take the role of the other, the 
more empathy will flourish. And as spontaneity and creativity grows, hostility will diminish. The pos-
sibility of applying psychodrama theory and technique to teaching, training, industry, in fact any ar-
ea concerning humans is the best use of this theory.  Accordingly I believe the development on soci-
odrama and sociopsychodrama are very important and I am glad to see those fields are continuing to 
grow. We need much more work in this area, but the trend of expanding towards it is encouraging.    

1b) In your opinion, what distinguishes contemporary Psychodrama in the context of other 
modern psychological disciplines? I think that we need more work to integrate the psychodrama 
theory and practice with disciplines like ethnology, folklore, sociology and socioanthropology.    

1c) In your experience, do you think that the present Psychodrama literature meets PD 
training needs? What kind of new PD literature would you actually need? I also think that the work 
done with psychodrama techniques on trauma is very important. But unfortunately most of the work 
on trauma is on past trauma. But in our World today we are also having to deal with chronic trauma 
that is still ongoing. We have very little literature and experience on this field. I think we need more 
research and sharing of experiences on that area. The secondary trauma, mainly the witness to the 
trauma or traumatization of the helper can also be considered under that cover and for this topic we 
also have insufficient material.    

Pablo Poblacion,  Instituto de Técnicas de Grupo y Psicodrama (ITGP) San Martín de Porres , Ma-
drid, Spain  

1a) Which aspect of contemporary Psychodrama interests you most, please comment ?  

1b) In your opinion, what distinguishes contemporary Psychodrama in the context of other 
modern psychological disciplines? De modo fundamental o en esencia porque es la vía terapeúti-
ca en la que podemos hallar una comprensión más directa de los mecanismos neurológicos que suby-
acen (o que movemos) durante el tratamiento. También en esta línea la utilización de la acción, la 
interaccion y los conceptos de espontaneidad/creatividad y Momento.  

1c) In your experience, do you think that the present Psychodrama literature meets PD 
training needs? What kind of new PD literature would you actually need? Atención a los profundos 
cambios sociales y culturales actuales. Atención a los procesos neurológicos subyacentes y, por últi-
mo, no olvidar los mitos arcaicos.   

   

SECTION 2 - INTEGRATION OF PD WITH OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES  

Pablo Poblacion, ,  Instituto de Técnicas de Grupo y Psicodrama (ITGP) San Martín de Porres , Ma-
drid, Spain  

2a) Psychodrama theory is often integrated with other psychological disciplines: what do 
you think about this general trend, and what is your own integration? La tendencia es positiva. 

Professional readings 
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En nuestro instituto hemos construido una vía de sinergia entre el psicodrama “tradicional” la teoría 
sistémica, y la teoría de las relaciones de poder que hemos desarrollado personalmente. Considera-
mos que esta vía facilita la comprensión y el trabajo con nuestros pacientes, haciéndolo más rápido y 
profundo.  

2b) What other theories/techniques/approaches do you include in your PD training?  

2c) Freudian and Junghian Psychodrama is nowadays quite widespread. In your opinion, is 
the psychoanalytic model fully, partially or not at all congruent with Morenian Classic Psy-
chodrama? Pienso que es inadecuada la fusion del psicodrama y psicoanálisis porque parten de vi-
siones existenciales encontradas, muy diferentes.   

Psychodrama Inst. Leipzig  - Anett Richter-Nowak and Uwe Nowak - Germany   

2b) What other theories/techniques/approaches do you include in your PD training? Analyti-
cal references make it possible to analyze the themes in which the group finds itself, to understand 
the transference and transferential dimensions, and so on.   

2c) Freudian and Junghian Psychodrama is nowadays quite widespread. In your opinion, is 
the psychoanalytic model fully, partially or not at all congruent with Morenian Classic Psy-
chodrama? The Psychoanalytic model is in my opinion partially congruent with Morenian Classic 
Psychodrama.    

Uzm.Psk.Dnş. Deniz Altınay, Psikodramatist- Enstitü Başkanı, Bireysel ve Grup Psikoterapisti Istan-
bul Psikodrama Enstitüsü  e Uluslararasi Zerka Moreno Enstitüsü - Nişantaşı – İSTANBUL  

 2a) Psychodrama theory is often integrated with other psychological disciplines: what do 
you think about this general trend, and what is your own integration? The issue of the integra-
tion of psychodrama with other psychological or educational theories is a very important subject for 
the PD community and other experts in the field in order to understand the truth and existence of 
psychodrama.  First of all, Psychodrama trainers must  have a better understanding of Moreno’s Role 
Theory, Spontaneity Theory, Spontaneity Theory of Child Development and the Origin of the basic 
techniques, Philosophy of Moment, Theory of Sociometry . These are rich enough so as to create a 
psychotherapy system on their own. If a psychodramatist really understands the theories mentioned 
above they do not need to combine or integrate psychodrama with other psychological disciplines.  
Other then that, psychodrama in itself has a very inclusive structure which makes it a very powerful 
tool and system in the field. All these efforts to combine psychodrama with other theories is based 
on misunderstanding, underestimating or not fully understanding of psychodrama theory itself.   

2b) What other theories/techniques/approaches do you include in your PD training? None. 
Psychodrama has a very unique and comprehensive philosophy; a theory and techniques . If we 
would like to improve PD in the field we certainly should  understand  that psychodrama can be use-
ful if it is used with it’s own potential and this can only be done by using it’s own theory and tech-
niques.  The belief which underlies psychodrama theory makes role reversal a real tool or real pres-
ence. Otherwise, as many trainers in the company training field report, it does not work at all.  Role 
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reversal is not only an intellectual or cognitive process, it is also an intuitive and creative piece of 
work;  to understand others and to get into the feelings of others. So role reversal is not only used to 
understand others, but to be the other.  Role reversal ,as described here, is  the core to the existence 
of psychodrama and expresses the power and essence of psychodrama with it’s own theory. From 
this point of view if someone uses psychodrama as a bunch of  techniques with the help of other the-
ories, it means they do not understand the essence of psychodrama at all.  

2c) Freudian and Jungian Psychodrama is nowadays quite widespread. In your opinion, is 
the psychoanalytic model fully, partially or not at all congruent with Morenian Classic Psy-
chodrama? Morenian Classic Psychodrama can be integrated with Freudian and Jungian theories, 
but one should keep in mind that these trials will not be as good as Morenian Classic Psychodrama 
in applications. If psychodramatists in the field work and research enough and write enough on the 
theory and philosophy and practice of psychodrama, the efforts to combine it with other theories 
will be reduced and psychodrama will be more popular than it is now in the world. It is the situation 
that day by day we are reaching in our country Turkey.  

   

Nikos Takis, Endohora Institute, Athens, Greece  

2a) Psychodrama theory is often integrated with other psychological disciplines: what do 
you think about this general trend, and what is your own integration?  Psychodrama was the 
first group therapeutic attempt, invented approximately 25 years before psychoanalytic group psy-
chotherapy. The idea of providing psychotherapy in a collective setting that was borrowed from al-
most all different theoretical approaches and modalities originates in the pioneer work and practice 
of J.L. Moreno. I think this trend reflects the novelty, the creativity and the open-mindedness of our 
psychodramatic father and in my point of view broadens the horizons and the effectiveness of group 
interventions in general. I am also personally a group psychoanalyst and psychoanalytic psycho-
dramatist and I have integrated a lot of analytic theory in the theoretical training that we provide in 
ENDOHORA institute, because I believe that the group functions and phenomena are very well de-
scribed and elaborated by other important theorists like W. Bion, S. Foulkes, D. Anzieu and R. Kaes.   

2b) What other theories/techniques/approaches do you include in your PD training? First of 
all, We have included a rigorous review of the main psychopathological disorders so that the stu-
dents are able to detect problematic behaviors and we discuss how those problems can be addressed 
in a psychodrama group. We have  also included some important contributions of I. Yalom’s theory, 
such as the therapeutic factors of group psychotherapy and the techniques of working in the here-
and-now of the group.  We also teach Foulkes’s theory on the group matrix, Bion’s basic assumptions 
about the group as well as the main forms of transference developed within the group setting, An-
zieu’s theory on the group illusion (illusion groupale in French) and psychoanalytic psychodrama 
René Kaës’s theory on the “phoric” function of the group and the articulation between the individual 
and the collective element.  

2c) Freudian and Jungian Psychodrama is nowadays quite widespread. In your opinion, is 
the psychoanalytic model fully, partially or not at all congruent with Morenian Classic Psy-
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chodrama? As I stated before I strongly believe that Morenian and psychoanalytic principles are ful-
ly compatible. This is something that was not acknowledged by the first generations of psychodram-
atists and psychoanalysts for some reasons that are not anymore applicable. As we see happening in 
the last decades, many important psychoanalysts, like Didier Anzieu, René Kaës, Serge Lebovici, have 
integrated psychodramatic elements in their clinical practice and have also created a new promising 
field, the one of psychoanalytic psychodrama.    

Zoran Djuric, Beograd, Serbia  

2a) Psychodrama theory is often integrated with other psychological disciplines: what do 
you think about this general trend, and what is your own integration?  27 years ago  I started 
with integration of psychodrama and psychoanalytical theory. Then I added group analytical think-
ing. It was very exciting to see that theoretical postulates of those two theories were useful. At that 
time I thought that Morenian theory was not enough to explain group and individual process. As the 
years go by, I find that sociometry is  perhaps good enough to explain the present moment of the 
group, but in order to  fully understand  the group and the individual  I need the help of the "deeper” 
above mentioned theories.  The next step in my understanding of the human mind  was that maybe 
it was possible to explain  an individual  life as a series of moments, “ magic moments” which are not 
decisively influenced by the past ,but more so by the present “ in the moment” , by individual or 
group  forces. Some kind of zen. The power of the present moment is now important to me. It is fas-
cinating to me on an ontological level (maybe linked with my aging). This time I am interested in  
the present ,in the here and now, in practice , and also philosophical, being between “I and Thou”. 
For discovering the depth of the present moment , for sharpness of perception, I now think that psy-
chodrama is my choice. Influenced by my “old but still alive” psychoanalytical thinking, I may say 
that this maneuver to see only the present moment, here and now , is in the service of neglecting and 
repressing  the fact of Death and  the fear of it. Maybe psychodrama is wrong. Nevertheless psycho-
drama is a seductress.    

2b) What other theories/techniques/approaches do you include in your PD training? I in-
clude psychoanalytical and group analytical theory. Especially group analytical understanding of the 
matrix. I am always surprised when I discover  how powerful determinations and influences are on 
the individual’ and group’s past and on an individual’s  mind and behavior. A Psychodrama protago-
nist often unconsciously acts out something from the fundamental matrix of his group, society and 
culture. By knowing an individual ,I know his group , history and individual culture. This is so inter-
esting to me.   

This is the reason I am interested in large groups and sociodrama. Especially the relations between 
the leader, political leader, and the group and  individuals. Sometimes I find some vertiginous con-
clusions.   This is important to say that I work a lot with psychotics . I think that Kleinian object rela-
tional  theory is very useful in the work and understanding on primitive mechanisms in psychosis. 
From my point of view, Melanie Klein’s theory and psychodramatic enactment and role analysis is a 
perfect tool  for work with psychotics.       
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2c) Freudian and Jungian Psychodrama is nowadays quite widespread. In your opinion, is 
the psychoanalytic model fully, partially or not at all congruent with Morenian Classic Psy-
chodrama? Morenian Classic Psychodrama   is  the art of the moment. It is corresponsive to zen. In 
its role theory, Morenian Classic Psychodrama is close to psychoanalysis in the way of discovering 
and overcoming the unconscious baggage-patterns and models  of the  individual’ and group’s  past.     
In my thinking, the psychoanalytic model is  partially  congruent with Morenian Classic Psychodra-
ma.  My knowledge on Jungian theory is insufficient.  I know it in general and think there are con-
nections with psychodrama. For me, the group analytical fundamental matrix and Jungian collective 
unconscious  overlap.     

SECTION 3 - THE THREE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF PSYCHODRAMA  

Pablo Poblacion, ,  Instituto de Técnicas de Grupo y Psicodrama (ITGP) San Martín de Porres , Ma-
drid, Spain  

3a) In your opinion, what is the role and the importance of Morenian “spontaneity-creativity 
theory” inside contemporary Psychodrama and for what reasons? El concepto de espontaneidad  
aumentado con la introducción de los conceptos de curiosidad y motivación siguen siendo cruciales y 
una importante aportación del orenian “role theory” inside contemporary Psychodrama and for what 
reasons? El rol es un sistema y considerado asi se integra en la Teoria de sistemas como un sistema 
dentro del conjunto. El rol no solo se compone de factores individuales y sociales, sino que se incluyen 
dentro de él, factores emocionales, intelectuales, axiologicos, etc,  Un rol de padre se diferencia de otro 
rol de padre por ese complejo conjunto de sistemas. Esta visión dentro de un marco sistémico ya la ade-
lantó Moreno y creo que sigue siendo fundamental para la compresión de los sistemas que se mueven 
dentro de un proceso psicodramatico.    

3c) Along with the Morenian basic assumptions, can we speak of a “tele theory” and how im-
portant do you think it is in contemporary Psychodrama? El concepto de tele sigue teniendo sen-
tido aunque sea muy controvertido por la consideración de tele patológico por la presencia de la trans-
ferencia. Pero creo que sigue teniendo sentido dentro del moderno psicodrama. Popularmente en Espa-
ña se habla de buena o mala química, o de que no hay química como equivalente al tele positivo, negati-
vo y neutro. Creo que es una realidad dentro de las relaciones humanas.   

SECTION 4 - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN PSYCHODRAMA  

Pablo Poblacion, ,  Instituto de Técnicas de Grupo y Psicodrama (ITGP) San Martín de Porres , Ma-
drid, Spain  

4a) How important do you think research is for contemporary Psychodrama? Fundamental 
para poder hablar de una ciencia y alejarnos cada vez más de la especulación metapsicológica. Funda-
mental, como dije antes, la investigación neurofisiológica.  

4b) How do you see the scientific research applied to Psychodrama outcome and process? La 
investigación sobre todo la neurológica ayuda a aceptar o rechazar distintas formas de utilizar el Psico-
drama.  
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FEPTO Research Comittee  Survey by the Subgroup:   

Morenian identity, theory and methodology  

SECOND STEP 2016-2018  

Following our survey on PD training organization and contents between FEPTO Training Institutes 
(published on FEPTO News 2017),  we are keen to know your expert opinion on some main items 
concerning contemporary Psychodrama. This request has been sent to all FEPTO Training Institutes 
and eminent psychodramatists in Europe.  

Here below ,you will find some main items divided in 4  SECTIONS:  

Section 1 - Specificity of Psychodrama as a psychological or educational approach  

Section 2 - Integration of Psychodrama with other psychological or educational theories  

Section 3 - The three basic theoretical assumptions of Psychodrama  

Section 4 - Scientific research in Psychodrama  

Please, choose at least one section and write down, preferably in English, or in Spanish, French, 
German, Italian, your thought on the chosen items. You can also invite some of your colleagues, and 
have him/her answer questions from another section.    

1) Your contribution will be collected together with others’ from the same section.   

2)  All contributions of each section will be sent back to you for revision of your part.  

3) Finally, all of the collected material will be presented and used by the FEPTO Research Commit-
tee and in Training Committee, and it will be sent to PD Journals in Europe, with the right to 
publish it.    

We think that this procedure may be a good starting point for exchanging theoretical and 
technical ideas.  

We consider this work an important halfway step for reaching a shared Psychodrama Glossary, use-
ful for our PD Training Activity as well as for creating a Common Thinking Plane.     

 FOCAL POINTS ON PSYCHODRAMA    
Section 1 - Specificity of Psychodrama as a psychological or educational approach  

1a) Which aspect of contemporary Psychodrama interests you most? please comment.  

1b) In your opinion, what distinguishes  contemporary Psychodrama in the context  of other modern 
psychological or educational disciplines?  
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1c) In your experience, do you think that the present Psychodrama literature meets PD training 
needs? What kind of new PD literature would you actually need?    

Section 2 - Integration of Psychodrama with other psychological or educational theories  

2a) Psychodrama theory is often integrated with other psychological disciplines: what do you think 
about this general trend, and  how do you integrate?  

2b) What other theories/techniques/approaches do you include in your PD training?  

2c) Freudian and Jungian Psychodrama is nowadays quite widespread. In your opinion, is the  

 psychoanalytic model fully, partially or not at all congruent with Morenian Classic Psychodrama?       

Section 3 - The three basic assumptions of Psychodrama  

3a)  In your opinion, what is the importance of  Morenian “spontaneity-creativity theory” inside con-
temporary  Psychodrama and for what reasons?  

3b)  How important is the Morenian “role theory” inside contemporary Psychodrama and for what 
reasons?  

3c)  Along with the Morenian basic assumptions, can we speak of a “tele theory” and how important 
do you think it is in contemporary Psychodrama?    

Section 4 - Scientific research in Psychodrama   

4a) How important do you think research is for contemporary Psychodrama?   

4b) Do you find the scientific research reliable as applied to Psychodrama outcome and process?    

4c) Which kind of research do you think more useful for the best diffusion and reliability of          Psy-
chodrama? (please, answer considering your main application field: psychotherapy, education, organi-
zations, etc.).   

 

Please, use for your contribution a Word or PDF format in a file of min. 15 
lines and max 3 pages.  

Send it  to:  paoladeleonardis@fastwebnet.it   &  marcomariagreco@katamail.com  
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ETHICS OF PSYCHODRAMA 
İnci Doğaner 

Abstract 

In this abstract,  I will summarize the speech I recently gave in the 

FEPTO AM, 2017, Sigtuna/ Stockholm. The original was a plenary 

session speech presented in 5th National Romanian Conference in 2012.  

Full text,  slides and references can be found at FEPTO webside.   

This presentation is on the philosophy of morality in psychodrama,  not 

the specific standards of behavior of the psychodramatists. Psychodrama itself has a moral 

philosophy;  a grounding which contains a body of interrelated elements.  It implies an ethical 

grounding.It is a philosophy of life.  Moreno’s techniques were developed from a philosophy that 

was oriented to affecting the whole human race. 

According to Lacan, as he puts forward on his seminars on ethics of psychoanalysis,  Antigone’s 

desire aims the beyond of Atè (misfortune).  Antigone’s desire to bury her brother Polynices after 

his death is not just a simple event.  This desire, breaking the law of Creon, is something that will 

change the others and the world. It is a new Truth that will change the Law. It is a new perception 

of Real. According to Lacan the ethics of psychoanalysis is to cover up the Deep Own Desire of the 

Subject and let her/ him be able to follow it.  Lacan is also a creator by the using the word ‘Subject’ 

for the patient. And his term finds its place in Linguistics. As much as I understand him,  the 

analysisand/ the subject of Lacan is the subject of his/her own sentences.     

Moreno was making a change in a paradigm before Lacan when he chose the word 

‘protagonist’which is taken from Ancient Greek Theatre, instead of using the term ‘patient’ or even 

‘client’.  The protagonist is not an ‘object’ to be analysed, interpreted, treated. He/she is a ‘co-

researcher’ for his/her history’s meaning and a ‘creator’ of his/her own life.  Moreno does not write 

about the pathology of psyche but about an acting, relating, choosing,   spontaneous,  creative, co-

creative, co-lover, god like, cosmic qualities of the psyche. This is a moral stance toward the other, 

who he also calls with the term ‘you’. Although the title of his book ‘Who Shall Survive’ reminds us 

of Darwin, he does not leave the weak of the species to death. He works with the isolate, the 
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excluded, the inhibited.  He tries to uprise him to Godhead of his/her life and his/her fortune. By 

bringing the term protagonist to daily life he was also taking a psychodramatic role from the world 

of phantasy, from the world of arts, to reality level.   

The potential ‘good’ qualities that can be reached through practical action, a functional basis, are 

not an abstract idea of goodness entity. Spontaneity is an universal virtue to be reached. And it is a 

quality of God. In order to exist meaningfully we must find a path of creativity and identify with the 

creator. Thus we can become not only part of creation but a part of the creator as well. The world 

becomes our world, the world of our choice, the world of our creation- a projection of ourselves. On 

the other hand in the practice of treatment,  Moreno is more a consequentialist than virtualistic. 

The moral conduct is highly axiologic. Psychodrama is always also an axiodrama. The protagonist is 

free to choose his/her own values in his/ her all subjectivity. As Sofists say, ‘The measure of 

everything is human’. In the trend in philosophy,  called as meta ethics and later as emotivist,  

ethical sentences are not evaluated as propositions but as emotional attitudes.  

A psychodrama protagonist is both universal and unique as Antigone is. The protagonist is choosen 

by an egelitarian philosophy. A protagonist is simply in pain, in conflict with him/herself or with 

others.He/she is in a group of healers. As Moreno says,  every other person is a healer for the other. 

Opposite to what Sartre (1905- 1980) later said,  ‘hell is the others’, he probably sees the other side 

of coin and says that the ‘heaven is the others’.  

Like Antigone in the scene with his dead brother like a bird, here is our psychodrama protagonist 

creating a new world for herself. He/ she ‘transends the conserve’ and opens up the vicious cycle. 

His/ her ‘deep desire’is there and psychodrama makes it as if real.  

The encounter is the cornerstone of the moral philosophy of psychodrama.And,  the 

psychodramatist is always a participant researcher during their encounter. As Howie (2012) states,  

this situation immediately places psychodrama outside of the positivist/ empiricist-- tradition 

which is part of enlightement tradition. It becomes existential and phenemonological. It gives an 

emphasis to subjective world, phantasy world. Meantime concretization becoming possible, this 

subjective world can also be objectively researched.  

In this paper I discuss many other-ideas of different philosophers in comparison to Moreno’s 

philosophical stance.  
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